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In the process of designing a building for seismic resistance, structural engineers design 
with the intent of preventing collapse while expecting inelastic behavior to occur in 
extreme strong ground motion events. Structural engineers rely on idealized 
mathematical models of the structural systems and nonlinear analysis methods to estimate 
the capacity of a building to resist the demand of strong earthquake ground motions. 
Compared to estimates and approximations based on numerical nonlinear analyses, a 
capacity curve constructed from actual building response data would be a more realistic 
representation of the behavior for the building. A method is presented on how capacity 
curves can be extracted from the response data of a building and how damage can be 
quantified using the hysteretic response and capacity curves in terms of stiffness 
degradation and ductility ratios either at an inter-story or fundamental mode resolution. 
The method is calibrated by implementation on numerical simulations and experimental 
models and applied to the historical response data of the 7-story hotel in Van Nuys, CA 
and the Imperial County Services Building in El Centro, CA. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 
Structural engineers design buildings in seismically active areas to behave inelastically 
during strong ground motion excitation. The behavior of these buildings is predicted, 
usually before construction, using idealized nonlinear mathematical models of the 
structural systems to estimate the capacity of the building to resist the demand of the 
expected strong ground motion. Generally, the capacity is represented by a fundamental 
mode nonlinear relationship of the roof displacement and base shear force or the building 
capacity curve. After construction is completed, typical engineering practice does not 
require instrumentation be installed in the building and use of the response data either 
from strong ground motion response to be compared with the prediction results from the 
analytical model. As a consequence, idealized engineering assumptions made in the 
modeling process are not checked and confirmed from response data on the actual built 
structure. The models remain non-calibrated, often rendering them less-than-helpful for 
post-earthquake damage estimation. Most engineers depend on visual inspection, a time 
consuming process, for assessing damage after a strong ground motion event. Response 
data, if available, are not typically used for immediate damage assessment in buildings; 
instead, the data are used for academic or research purposes. Methods employing 
response data are available to detect damage, locate damage, and generate a building 
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capacity curve for a structural system. Some methods are frequency-based damage 
detection methods, parametric identification, and non-parametric identification. 
Compared with an idealized mathematical capacity curve, an empirical capacity curve 
generated from earthquake response data would be a more realistic representation of the 
behavior of the building with the additional ability to detect and quantify damage.  
 
The extraction of information from earthquake response data, such as empirical capacity 
curves, is useful for professional engineers, researchers, and post-disaster evaluators. The 
academic and professional civil engineering community could compare standard practice 
prediction methods, such as computer generated pushover curves, with empirical capacity 
curves generated from measured earthquake response acceleration data. In buildings with 
sufficient sensors to capture the structural response, earthquake response data can assist 
with post-event evaluation of buildings after strong ground motions. 
 
1.2 Previous Research 
The term capacity curve was first coined by Freeman et al. (1975) for the purpose of 
quickly evaluating the seismic vulnerability of existing buildings in the Puget Sound 
Naval Shipyard.  The estimated capacity curve is analytical in nature and based on 
idealized structural system components calibrated with laboratory test data. However, the 
analytically generated capacity curve can be used to predict the location and extent of 
damage in buildings from different strong ground motion inputs; this is useful for 
engineers when evaluating the designs before construction. In the 1990’s, Freeman et al. 
(1999) developed a method for generating a capacity curve from building response data 
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by tracking the fundamental period of the building. For instrumented buildings, 
researchers have proposed many different methods for detecting if damage has occurred 
and in some cases, where the damage has occurred. Such methods, including tracking the 
modal properties of the building, parametric identification, and non-parametric 
identification, could potentially generate an empirical capacity curve but are not without 
caveats. 
 
1.2.1 Generating a Capacity Curve from Response Data 
A method has been proposed for generating a capacity curve using building response data 
recorded during strong ground excitation by Freeman et al., (1999). The method 
recommends using the roof displacement record to estimate the fundamental period 
between local extrema in the displacement record. The estimated fundamental relative 
roof displacement and estimated fundamental period can be used to approximate the 
fundamental roof acceleration response and ultimately the fundamental mode capacity 
curve. The method does not require special software or complicated signal processing 
techniques but requires engineering judgment creating difficulty in determining the 
nature of the structural response rapidly after strong ground shaking (Gilmartin et al., 
1998).  Although simple in nature, the method requires time intensive tracing of the 
fundamental response unlike the immediate results produced by the automated signals 
processing techniques. Alternatively, the method for generating a capacity curve for a 
building can be applied to the results of period tracking using automated signal 




1.2.2 Tracking Modal Properties of the System 
Sophisticated signal processing techniques are available to track the change in modal 
characteristics, specifically the fundamental period and modal shape(s), of structural 
system to evaluate damage of a system using response data after a strong ground motion 
event (Beck, 1979; Clinton et al., 2006; Hassiotis & Jeong, 1993; Law et al., 1998; Masri 
& Caughey, 1979; Pardoen, 1983; Springer et al., 1988; Trifunac et al., 2001). With the 
aid of any Fourier-based method, ambient vibration data, assumed linear, can easily be 
used for structural identification purposes (Hans et al., 2000; Michel et al., 2008; Michel 
et al., 2010). Under strong ground motion, response of buildings are typically nonlinear 
and non-stationary rendering most Fourier-based techniques impractical with the 
conditional exceptions of the spectrogram, Wigner-Ville transform, and Wavelet 
transform (Basu et al., 2008; Bradford, 2007; Bradford et al., 2006; Michel & Gueguen, 
2010). The Hilbert-Huang transform (HHT) has been proposed as a signals processing 
tool for processing such nonlinear and non-stationary signals by using the Empirical 
Mode Decomposition and Hilbert transform to obtain an instantaneous frequency of the 
system (Huang et al., 1998). The HHT has been implemented on response data for system 
identification (Pai et al., 2008; Yang et al., 2003a; Yang et al., 2003b), tracking the 
fundamental frequency of a system (Consuegra, 2009; Loh et al., 2001; Tanikella, 2012; 
Xu & Chen, 2004; Yan et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 2003), and even 
generation of capacity curves (Luna, 2009). Unfortunately, the implementation of the 
HHT to response data is hindered by the ground acceleration input mixing with the 




1.2.3 Restoring Force-based Methods 
While tracking the fundamental period of a structural system can be effective, restoring 
force-based methods such as parametric identification can provide instantaneous tracking 
of the structural system behavior without the issues of time and frequency resolution. By 
fitting parameters of a model to response data, the behavior of the system can be tracked 
and damage detected assuming the model correctly describes the behavior of the system. 
Typically, a priori knowledge is required for selecting a behavior model and its fitted 
parameters. In strong ground motion events, the damage to the system can be monitored 
through parametric identification by force-displacement relationships (Masri et al., 1982; 
Smyth et al., 1999) or stiffness degradation (Saadat et al., 2007). For dynamic response 
data, modal properties are the preferred system characteristic to be used for parametric 
model identification (Hajela, 1990; Kim & Bartkowicz, 1993; Moaveni & Asgarieh, 2012; 
Moslem & Nafaspour, 2002; Pandey et al., 1991; Peterson et al., 1993; Pothisiri & 
Hjelmstad, 2003; Sawyer & Rao, 2000). Researchers have suggested using modal data 
and a data fitting method such as least squares (Ceravolo et al., 2010; Cifuentes & Iwan, 
1989; Hjelmstad et al., 1995; Nayyerloo et al., 2011; Xu et al., 2012b) or particle filtering 
(Xue et al., 2009) to fit model parameters. When excited by ambient vibration in an 
assumed linear state, parametric identification can be a useful tool for system 
identification of buildings and bridges in use with ambient vibration response data 
available before and after an event to detect damage (Huang, 2001; Kadakal & Yüzügüllü, 
1996). Unfortunately, parametric identification, while very successful in processing 
response data from computer models and controlled laboratory experiments with easily 
predictable nonlinear behavior, is not easily implementable for buildings and bridges in 
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use due to the challenging selection of a behavior model for unknown nonlinear behavior 
especially when as-built drawings and material properties are not easily, if at all, 
obtainable.  
 
Instead of using parametric identification to produce a restoring force result, 
nonparametric identification methods could be used to identify physically meaningful 
characteristics such as the restoring force(s) of the system without the a priori knowledge 
required by parametric identification methods (He et al., 2012; Xu et al., 2012a). These 
two references require the acceleration and displacement be measured, but the 
displacement can be obtained from numerical integration (Worden, 1990). For 
instrumented buildings in use, typically only acceleration response is measured creating 
the need for correction techniques to extract the velocity and displacement response from 
numerical integration. If the acceleration was measured and the velocity and 
displacement either measured or estimated using numerical integration, hysteresis loops 
could be estimated providing information engineers can extract such as secant stiffness 
and capacity curve estimation (Iwan, 2005). Such a method was implemented on real 
response data from the Imperial County Services Building, Bank of California Building, 
and Millikan Library (Iwan, 2005). However, the damping force is either assumed 
negligible or absorbed in the restoring force term. 
 
1.2.4 Identifying Energy Dissipation in Systems 
The energy dissipation is very complex in real structural systems, but for structural 
analysis purposes, is often assumed to be equivalent linear viscous damping or Rayleigh 
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damping (Caughey, 1960). With this assumption, the dynamic equilibrium equations can 
easily be transformed into classical normal modes for computational ease. Many 
structural identification methods have been proposed to quantify modal damping in 
buildings using methods such as the minimization of error in  recorded versus estimated 
response (Beck & Jennings, 1980), frequency domain transfer function (Hart & 
Vasudevan, 1975), wavelets (Ceravolo, 2004), extended Kalman filter (Imai et al., 1989), 
and recursive least-squares method (Caravani et al., 1977). The linear identification 
methods are more suitable for small amplitude ambient vibration response (Fritz et al., 
2009; Papagiannopoulos & Beskos, 2006). Methods such as the Kalman filter, recursive 
least-squares, and wavelets have been applied to nonlinear response data from numerical 
simulations (Safak, 1989; Wang & Chen, 2011) and simple experimental tests (Loh et al., 
2000; Moaveni & Asgarieh, 2012; Shi & Chang, 2011; Shinozuka & Ghanem, 1995) with 
identifiable system damping to compare with the results. Such methods have been 
applied to real building response data in an attempt to estimate the damping in the 
structures (Loh & Tsaur, 1988; Loh & Tou, 1995; Loh & Lin, 1996; Marmarelis & 
Udwadia, 1976; Nagarajaiah & Li, 2004). The results are only estimates of global 
damping parameters due to the complexity of energy dissipation within the system from 
friction in connections, micro-cracks in concrete, and other sources difficult to quantify.  
 
1.3 Objectives 
The objective is to develop a method for extracting an empirical capacity curve for either 
each story or the fundamental response with little a priori knowledge for a building, 
calibrate said method using numerical simulations and experimental models, and apply 
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said method to historical building data from the 7-story hotel in Van Nuys, CA and the 
Imperial County Services building in El Centro, CA. The objective also includes 
demonstrating the ability to detect, quantify and in some instances, locate damage within 
a subject building.  
 
1.4 Scope of Research 
The objective for developing a method for extracting empirical capacity curves is 
achieved with a proposed non-parametric restoring force-based method. The proposed 
method relies on previously developed non-parametric identification techniques (Iwan, 
2005), the method described by Freeman et al. (1999) for generating a capacity curve 
from response data, and a new procedure for estimating energy dissipation within the 
system. With response data available from each floor, inter-story empirical capacity 
curves can be generated. Fundamental mode empirical capacity curves can be generated 
using the response data from the ground and roof only. The empirical capacity curves are 
expressed in terms of a mass-normalized restoring force and relative displacement (inter-
story drift or roof drift) and can be transformed into spectral coordinates with 
participation factor estimates. 
 
The proposed method is calibrated using numerical simulations of models with a single-
degree, two-degrees, five-degrees and seven-degrees of freedom. The numerical 
simulations are frame models with rigid floors and flexible columns. Each story is 
modeled with a certain hysteresis model. Inter-story and fundamental mode capacity 
curves are generated and compared with the input capacity curve. Various damage 
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quantification parameters are demonstrated including ductility ratios, stiffness 
degradation, and strength degradation. In some cases, a confidence interval can be used to 
test the reliability of the empirical capacity curve. 
 
Experimental models are also used for the method calibration. One, two, and three 
degrees of freedom models are tested statically and dynamically. The models are frame-
type buildings with rigid floors and flexible columns. The static capacity curve is 
measured and compared with the empirical capacity curve generated from strong motion 
response data. Ductility ratios are the damage quantifying parameter demonstrated in the 
experiment. In some cases, a confidence interval can be used to test the reliability of the 
empirical capacity curve. 
 
The method is also applied to historical response data from the 7-story reinforced conrete 
hotel building in Van Nuys, CA and the Imperial County Services building in el Centro, 
CA. The 7-story building experienced the 1971 San Fernando and 1994 Northridge 
earthquakes. The Imperial County Services building experienced the 1979 El Centro 
earthquake. Unfortunately, response data are not available from each floor. Therefore, 
only fundamental mode empirical capacity curves can be generated. The fundamental 
mode empirical capacity curves for the 7-story hotel in Van Nuys, CA are compared with 
other estimates of capacity curves from other researchers. Damage is quantified using 




CHAPTER 2.  METHOD FOR EXTRACTING EMPIRICAL CAPACITY CURVES 
2.1 Introduction 
An empirical capacity curve for a building is the restoring-force and displacement 
relationship extracted from acceleration response data measured from the building. By 
nature of the source data, an empirical capacity curve is a partial capacity curve. The 
method presented herein for generation of empirical capacity curves requires very little a 
priori knowledge of the building; namely, sensor specifications and locations, data 
acquisition parameters, and an estimation of the ratio of mass between floors are required. 
A discrete mass shear-beam frame model with flexible columns and rigid floors is the 
assumed model for the building. Diaphragms are assumed not to rotate and columns are 
axially rigid. Soil interaction is ignored in the model. The model equation used for the 
extracting of empirical capacity curves method is shown in Eq. (2-1). 
 ݉ݔሷሺݐሻ ൅ ܿݔሶሺݐሻ ൅ ݇ݔሺݐሻ ൌ െ݉ݔሷ௚ሺݐሻ (2-1) 
where: 
݉ : Mass of the system 
ܿ : Equivalent viscous damping of the system 
݇ : Stiffness of the system 
x(t) : Displacement of the structure relative to the ground 
ݔሶሺݐሻ : Velocity of the structure relative to the ground 
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ݔሷሺݐሻ : Acceleration of the structure relative to the ground 
ݔሷ௚ሺݐሻ : Ground acceleration 
 
The model represents a single degree of freedom system with equivalent viscous damping 
excited by ground acceleration. Mass in the system is not required to be quantified and is 
assumed to be constant throughout the duration of the ground motion. To reduce the a 
priori mass knowledge, mass will be divided out and the equivalent viscous damping and 
stiffness terms will be mass-normalized as shown in Eq. (2-2). The mass-normalized 
equivalent viscous damping and stiffness terms will be converted to single terms cm and 
km respectively. The term ݔሷሺݐሻ ൅ ݔሷ௚ሺݐሻ  will be the mass-normalized inertial force, 
ܿ௠ݔሶሺݐሻ will be the mass-normalized equivalent viscous damping force, and ݇௠ݔሺݐሻ will 
be the mass-normalized restoring force for the structure as shown in Eq. (2-3). 
 ݔሷሺݐሻ ൅ ௖௠ ݔሶሺݐሻ ൅
௞
௠ ݔሺݐሻ ൌ െݔሷ௚ሺݐሻ (2-2) 
 ൣݔሷ ሺݐሻ ൅ ݔሷ௚ሺݐሻ൧ ൅ ܿ௠ݔሶሺݐሻ ൅ ݇௠ݔሺݐሻ ൌ 0 (2-3) 
where: 
ܿ௠ : Mass normalized equivalent viscous damping coefficient of the 
system 
݇௠ : Mass normalized stiffness of the system 
 
In the model, the acceleration response measurements of the system and ground are 
required. The inter-story velocity and displacement can be found using numerical 
integration and frequency-based filtering techniques. After numerical integration, the 
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mass-normalized equivalent viscous damping force in the system can be estimated. By 
subtracting the mass-normalized equivalent viscous damping from the mass-normalized 
inertial force, the mass-normalized restoring force can be found. The mass-normalized 
restoring force and inter-story displacement are then used to generate the hysteretic 
response and ultimately the empirical capacity curve from the hysteresis response.  
 
2.2 Numerical Integration and Filtering 
Given the acceleration response from a building excited by a strong ground motion, the 
velocity and displacement responses can be obtained through numerical integration and 
frequency-based filtering. Instrument and digitization noise along with mechanical or 
electrical hysteresis within the transducer system affect the numerical integration results 
with large unrealistic errors (Iwan et al., 1985). Ideally, the permanent offset in the 
displacement response should be available in the results after numerical integration. 
Techniques have been proposed for correcting the acceleration, velocity, and 
displacement responses with the intent of preserving the permanent offset in the 
displacement response (Iwan et al., 1985; Wang, 1996). However, implementation of 
these techniques requires selecting two time instances when applying the correction 
producing varying results for different time selections. To select the correct time 
instances requires a priori knowledge of the correct displacement or permanent-offset 
hence defeating the purpose of the technique.  
 
Although desirable, the permanent offset information is not necessary for the 
implementation of the presented method. Therefore, a high-pass frequency-based filter is 
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the preferred numerical integration correction method as a result of the wide availability 
of computational powerful computers. Zero-phase digital frequency-based filtering 
provides zero-phase distortion by filtering the data in the forward and reverse directions 
(Oppenheim et al., 1999). The only decision to be made is choosing the cutoff frequency 
for the high-pass filter. This choice can vary based on the system output and ground 
motion input frequencies. Based on empirical numerical studies and experimental results 
obtained during this study, a cutoff frequency can be estimated by locating the frequency 
at which the integrated area from 0 Hz to the cutoff frequency is equal to 2% of the 
overall integrated area of the absolute Fourier-transform of the acceleration response. The 
value of 2% is meant as a guide and may be increased or decreased depending on the 
results obtained and results desired. For best results, the response should be numerically 
integrated and the filter applied independently to each uncorrected acceleration, 
uncorrected velocity, and uncorrected displacement. The results from numerical 
integration can be subtracted from responses between floors for inter-story responses or 
between the roof and ground for relative roof drift and velocity responses.  
 
The goal of the zero-phase high-pass filter is to remove the low-frequency integration 
error from the response without removing meaningful information from the response of 
the system. The filter requires a cutoff frequency to be chosen either visually using 
engineering judgment or computationally using a set of predefined rules for determining 
the cutoff frequency. Implementing a poorly chosen cutoff frequency may entail 
unintended consequences. If the cutoff frequency chosen is too high, the filter may alter 
pertinent information from the response. If the cutoff frequency chosen is too low, the 
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filter may not be effect in removing the low-frequency integration error. Engineering 
judgment and empirical studies may be required to compare the effects of various cut-off 
frequencies. 
 
2.3 Equivalent Viscous Damping Identification 
The equivalent viscous damping force can be estimated and removed from the inertial 
force to obtain the restoring force as shown in Eq. (2-4). This procedure for identifying 
the equivalent viscous damping force is simplistic in nature and assumes a stiffness-
proportional equivalent viscous damping force linearly proportional to the relative 
velocity. The mass-normalized damping coefficient can be constant or vary over time as 
the technique identifies a damping constant for each peak in the absolute acceleration 
response.  
 ݇௠ݔሺݐሻ ൌ െൣݔሷሺݐሻ ൅ ݔሷ௚ሺݐሻ൧ െ ܿ௠ݔሶሺݐሻ (2-4) 
 
The peak in the absolute acceleration response and the relative velocity crossing zero will 
not occur at the same time instance. The difference in the time instances is proportional to 
the equivalent viscous damping in the system. However, the restoring force peak and 
relative velocity crossing zero should occur at the same time instance. With the previous 
statement in mind, a mass-normalized damping coefficient can be estimated by 
empirically adding a mass-normalized damping coefficient multiplied by the relative 
velocity to the absolute acceleration until the peak in the absolute acceleration has shifted 
in time to align with the time instant the relative velocity is equal to zero. This procedure 
does not require knowledge or estimation of the mass. A mass-normalized damping 
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coefficient can be found for each peak in the absolute acceleration and either averaged for 
a single damping coefficient or applied as time-varying. A minimum acceleration peak 
may be required to reduce error from low amplitude peaks affected by noise but should 
be low enough to allow for a representative number of damping coefficients for the 
duration of the ground motion.  Noise in the acceleration response may produce local 
noise peaks within the actual response peak and cause large errors when estimating the 
damping coefficient for a system with light damping. To reduce this phenomenon, a low-
pass frequency-based filter can be applied to the acceleration response before the 
numerical integration process. This filter may affect the nature of the hysteresis curves 
but is an unavoidable consequence of noisy data. Examples of the effects on the 
hysteretic behavior due to the low-pass filtering process are shown in Appendix B. A 
derivation and numerical idealized examples using the damping identification procedure 
are provided in Appendix A. 
 
2.4 Inter-story Empirical Capacity Curves 
Inter-story empirical capacity curves can be generated if response data are available at 
each floor using the integration and damping procedure mentioned earlier. For a given 
story, the mass normalized inter-story inertial force is equal to the summation of the mass 
normalized inertial forces or acceleration responses of all floors above that story. Before 
summation, each acceleration response needs to be scaled by a mass ratio of the mass of 
the floor where the acceleration response is recorded and the mass of the floor directly 
above the given story.  The inter-story restoring force can be found by applying the 
aforementioned damping correction procedure to the mass normalized inter-story inertial 
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force and inter-story velocity. With the mass normalized inter-story restoring force and 
the inter-story displacement, the inter-story hysteresis response can be plotted. An 
empirical capacity curve can be generated using the upper envelope of the hysteresis 
response. One concern when generating the empirical capacity curve is the permanent 
offset information lost during the high-pass filtering process. From a viewpoint of the 
entire time of the response, the estimated response is different from the actual response 
with the removal of the permanent offset. However, when comparing the peak to peak 
hysteresis response, the error of the permanent offset from the estimated and actual 
response is negligible.  Depending on the type of hysteresis, the hysteresis response can 
be segmented into quarter cycles all shifted to intersect at zero inter-story displacement 
and zero restoring force for ease in determining the estimated empirical capacity curve. 
Caution should be taken when performing quarter cycle shifting because the zero 
crossing of the restoring force may not be the point at which a new quarter cycle begins. 
If enough quarter cycles are available and the system does not exhibit stiffness or strength 
degradation, confidence intervals of the empirical capacity curve can be established 
showing the percent probability the empirical capacity curve lays within the interval. 
 
Once the inter-story empirical capacity curve for a given story is estimated, damage can 
be quantified in a number of different ways such as stiffness degradation, strength 
degradation, and ductility ratios. Stiffness degradation can be quantified by estimating the 
mass-normalized initial stiffness of each quarter cycle and compare the initial quantity 
with quantities measured over time. A quick visual inspection of a plot of the hysteresis 
response or quarter cycles with an indicator of the time can easily show stiffness 
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degradation over time. Strength degradation can be quantified in a similar manner by 
estimating the yield point of each quarter cycle and comparing the initial quantity with 
the quantities measured over time. Again, a quick visual inspection of a plot of the 
hysteresis response or quarter cycles with a time indicator can show strength degradation 
over time. Depending on the type of hysteresis, strength degradation may be slightly 
more difficult to quantify due to the difficulty in defining the yield point and variance of 
the hysteresis response in the inelastic range. Ductility ratios may also be used for 
quantifying damage by either using the largest ductility ratio or using histogram of 
ductility ratios. The histogram could be used to compare the number of the larger 
ductility ratios the structural system has experienced in ground motion excitation with the 
overall number of instances the structural system has responded beyond the estimated 
yield point. As with the strength degradation, the ductility ratios require defining a yield 
point which may be difficult depending on the type of hysteresis response and the extent 
of the response available. 
 
2.5 Fundamental Mode Empirical Capacity Curves 
For buildings with response from the roof and ground only, a fundamental mode 
empirical capacity curve can be estimated. This requires assumptions such as the ability 
to filter the fundamental mode from the response and an estimation of the fundamental 
mode participation factor, which is assumed to be constant throughout the duration of the 
response in the presented method. Similar to the high-pass zero-phase filtering for 
integration, the response will need to pass through a high-pass or low-pass zero-phase 
filter. The cutoff frequency or frequencies need to be applied so the modes, other than the 
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fundamental mode, are removed from the response. The actual hysteresis response of the 
fundamental mode may contain higher frequency components within the hysteresis 
behavior causing the path of the hysteretic response to be altered. Due to the altering of 
the hysteretic behavior, a secant from the zero crossing to the maximum response for that 
cycle is extracted instead of using the entire hysteretic response obtained through the 
method. The hysteretic path altering phenomenon is an unavoidable consequence of the 
modal filtering when the cutoff frequency is not high or low enough from the 
fundamental mode or the hysteresis response for the fundamental mode contains higher 
frequency components within the range of other modal responses seeking to be filtered 
out. Examples of this phenomenon are provided in Appendix B. 
 
The empirical capacity curve for the fundamental mode can be estimated by using the 
upper envelope of the hysteresis loops (Freeman et al., 1999). Assuming the higher 
frequency components of the fundamental mode hysteresis response are unavoidably lost 
in the filtering process, the empirical capacity curve estimation for the fundamental mode 
will require looking at the maxima of a cycle instead of using the entire path of the cycle. 
For the upper envelope empirical capacity curve estimation, only the peak response data 
points from each quarter cycle are used with a corresponding secant stiffness. The 
empirical capacity curve is estimated by sorting each secant stiffness from highest to 
lowest. The empirical capacity curve is drawn by starting at zero and drawn to the peak 
with the highest stiffness. The next point is to the next highest stiffness with a response 
greater than the previous drawn point. This is repeated until the greatest response is 
reached. The estimate for a fundamental mode empirical capacity curve is not as reliable 
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as the inter-story capacity curves due to the assumption of a participation factor and 
judgment requirements for choosing cutoff frequencies in the fundamental mode filtering 
process. Nonetheless, the fundamental mode capacity curves can still provide valuable 
information of the structural system after a strong ground motion event. 
 
Quantifying damage using the fundamental response is limited to stiffness degradation 
and ductility ratios due to the manner in which this response is generated. A quick visual 
inspection of a plot of the hysteresis loops or quarter cycles with a time indicator can 
easily show stiffness degradation over time. Ductility ratios may be used to quantify 
damage depending on the confidence in the fundamental mode empirical capacity curve 




CHAPTER 3. METHOD CALIBRATION: NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS 
3.1 Introduction 
For calibration of the method for extracting empirical capacity curves, numerical models 
are subjected to historical ground motion records. The acceleration response is the only 
output implemented in the procedure for extracting the empirical capacity curves. The 
results are compared with the actual hysteretic response and pushover curve for the 
numerical system models. Four types of models are used for calibration of the inter-story 
empirical capacity curve extraction method, and two types of models are used for the 
calibration for the fundamental mode empirical capacity curve extraction method. 
 
3.2 Description of Models 
The calibration of the method is conducted with several numerical models each with a 
different hysteresis model. The types of hysteresis models include a Bouc-Wen hysteresis 
model (Wen, 1976), a bilinear hysteresis model, and a Takeda hysteresis model (Takeda 
et al., 1970). The hysteresis models are applied to various degrees of freedom shear-beam 
frame models: 
 Single degree of freedom – Bouc-Wen hysteresis 
 Single degree of freedom – Bouc-Wen hysteresis with stiffness degradation 
 Five-degrees of freedom – Bilinear hysteresis at each floor 
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 Seven-degrees of freedom – Takeda hysteresis at each floor 
 
Each model is a shear-beam frame model in which floors are assumed rigid and columns 
are assumed flexible. The model is defined to have all nonlinear hysteretic behavior occur 
in the columns. Each model includes the following output: 
 Absolute acceleration response 
 Absolute velocity response 
 Absolute displacement response 
 Inertial force at each floor 
 Energy-dissipation or damping force at each story 
 Restoring force at each story 
The empirical capacity curve extraction method requires only the absolute acceleration 
response output. All other results are used only for comparison purposes between the 
method results and the actual output from the analysis.  
 
The single-degree of freedom model without stiffness degradation uses a state-space 
model of the Bouc-Wen hysteresis with the ‘ode23s’ solver in a commercial software 
program (MathWorks Inc., 2013). The state-space model for the system without stiffness 
degradation is shown in Eq. (3-1), Eq. (3-2), and Eq. (3-3). The equation Eq. (3-2) is the 
governing equation of motion for the system. The equation Eq. (3-3) is the derivative of 
the non-observable hysteretic parameter with dimensions of length. For the single-degree 
of freedom model without stiffness degradation, the model parameters are shown in 
Table 3.1.  
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ݔሶଵ ൌ ݔଶ (3-1)
ݔሶଶ ൌ ܽ௚ሺݐሻ െ 2ߦ߱ݔଶሺݐሻ െ ߙ߱ଶݔଵሺݐሻ െ ሺ1 െ ߙሻ߱ଶݔଷሺݐሻ (3-2)
ݔሶଷ ൌ ݔଶሺݐሻሺܣ െ ൣߚsign൫ݔଷሺݐሻݔଶሺݐሻ൯ ൅ Υ൧|ݔଷሺݐሻ|௡ (3-3)
 where: 
 ݔଵ : Displacement response (cm) 
 ݔଶ : Velocity response (cm/s) 
 ݔሶଶ : Acceleration response (cm/s2) 
 ݔଷ : Non-observable hysteretic parameter (cm) 
 ߱ : Natural frequency of the system (Radians/s) 
 ߦ : Percent of critical damping (No units) 
 ܽ௚ : Ground motion input (cm/s2) 
 ߙ : Ratio of post-yield stiffness to pre-yield (elastic) stiffness (no  
units) 
 ܣ : Controls size and shape of the hysteretic loop (no units) 
 ߚ : Controls size and shape of the hysteretic loop (no units) 
 Υ : Controls size and shape of the hysteretic loop (no units) 
 ݊ : Exponential parameter controlling the transition to post-elastic   
(no units) 
 
The single-degree of freedom model with stiffness degradation also uses a state space 
model of the Bouc-Wen hysteresis with the ‘ode23s’ solver in a commercial software 
program (MathWorks Inc., 2013). The state-space model for the system with stiffness 
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degradation is shown in Eq. (3-1), Eq. (3-2), Eq. (3-4), and Eq. (3-5). Equation Eq. (3-4) 
is similar to the derivative of the non-observable hysteretic parameter in Eq. (3-3). 
However, Eq. (3-3) includes stiffness degradation (Baber & Wen, 1981; Baber & Noori, 
1985). Equation Eq. (3-5) is the derivative of the total hysteretic energy absorbed in the 
system. For the single-degree of freedom model with stiffness degradation, the model 
parameters are shown in Table 3.1. 
ݔሶଷ ൌ ݔଶሺݐሻ ൬ 11 ൅ ܽݔସሺݐሻ൰ ሺܣ െ ൣߚsign൫ݔଷሺݐሻݔଶሺݐሻ൯ ൅ Υ൧|ݔଷሺݐሻ|
௡ (3-4)
ݔሶସ ൌ ሺ1 െ ߙሻ߱ଶݔଷሺݐሻݔଶሺݐሻ (3-5)
 where: 
 ݔସ : Total hysteretic energy absorbed in the system (cm2/s3) 
 ܽ : Stiffness degradation scaling parameter (no units) 
 
The five-degrees of freedom model uses a bilinear hysteresis model and is run in a 
nonlinear simulation using commercial software called SAP2000 (Computers and 
Structures, Inc., 2009). The SAP2000 model is a nonlinear direct integration time history 
model and uses the Hilber-Hughes and Taylor time integration. The model is composed 
of five nonlinear plastic links each with the same bilinear model describing the hysteresis 
behavior of the plastic links. The parameters for the five-degrees of freedom bilinear 
model are shown in Table 3.2. 
 
The seven-degrees of freedom model uses a Takeda hysteresis model and is run in a 
nonlinear SAP2000 simulation. The SAP2000 model is a nonlinear direct integration time 
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history model and uses the Hilber-Hughes and Taylor time integration. The model is 
composed of seven nonlinear plastic links each with the same bilinear model describing 
the hysteresis behavior of the plastic links. The parameters for the seven-degrees of 
freedom Takeda model are shown in Table 3.2. 
 
For all models, damping is assigned as a constant using the initial properties of the model 
to determine the velocity-proportional damping constant. This will cause an artificial 
increase in damping during softening in the nonlinear response. When calculating the 
estimated mass-normalized damping coefficients, a constant damping coefficient is used 
for all estimations knowing damping in the system is constant. A log-normal distribution 
is fitted to the mass-normalized damping coefficients obtained for each response peak to 
find a mean mass-normalized damping coefficient. 
 
3.3 Inter-story Empirical Capacity Curves 
Each model is excited with two strong ground motion acceleration inputs. One input is 
the 1994 Northridge east-west direction ground acceleration recorded at the Van Nuys, 
CA 7-story hotel and is shown in Figure 3.1. The sampling frequency for this record is 50 
Hz. The second input is the 1995 Kobe north-south direction ground acceleration 
recorded at the Takatori station and is shown in Figure 3.2. The sampling frequency is 
100 Hz. After completing each simulation, the inter-story empirical capacity curve 
extraction procedure is performed using only the acceleration response. The results from 
the procedure are compared with the actual results directly available from the model 
results. Ductility ratio estimations for each model are provided in Appendix F. 
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3.3.1 One-story Bouc-Wen Hysteresis Model 
A one-story or one-degree of freedom model with Bouc-Wen hysteresis is excited with 
each of the two ground acceleration inputs. The acceleration response, relative velocity 
response, and relative displacement response for the Northridge ground acceleration input 
are shown in Figure 3.3, Figure 3.4, and Figure 3.5. The results from the mass-
normalized damping coefficient identification method are shown in Figure 3.6. The 
estimated mass-normalized damping coefficient is found with the mean of a log-normal 
distribution and equal to 3.3 s-1. The actual mass-normalized damping coefficient is equal 
to 3.1 s-1. The percent error is equal to 6.5%. The estimated hysteresis response is shown 
in Figure 3.7. A comparison of the estimated hysteresis response and the actual hysteresis 
response are shown in Figure 3.8. The estimated response is the darker curve and the 
actual response is the lighter curve. Quarter cycles from the hysteresis response are 
extracted and the mass-normalized restoring force is set positive for all quarter cycles in 
Figure 3.9. All of the quarter cycles are shifted in relative displacement and mass-
normalized restoring force, according to the post-yield stiffness shown as the dashed blue 
curve in Figure 3.8, to a common origin in Figure 3.10. Because this system does not 
exhibit stiffness or strength degradation, the empirical capacity curve can be estimated 
using the data to fit a curve directly with the data with a 95% confidence interval as 
shown in Figure 3.11.  
The acceleration response, relative velocity response, and relative displacement response 
for the Kobe ground acceleration input are shown in Figure 3.12, Figure 3.13, and Figure 
3.14. The results from the mass-normalized damping coefficient identification method are 
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shown in Figure 3.15. The estimated mass-normalized damping coefficient is found with 
the mean of a log-normal distribution and equal to 3.3 s-1. The actual mass-normalized 
damping coefficient is equal to 3.1 s-1. The percent error is equal to 6.5%. The estimated 
hysteresis response is shown in Figure 3.16. A comparison of the estimated hysteresis 
response and the actual hysteresis response are shown in Figure 3.17. The estimated 
response is the darker curve and the actual response is the lighter curve. Quarter cycles 
from the hysteresis response are extracted and the mass-normalized restoring force is set 
positive for all quarter cycles in Figure 3.18. All of the quarter cycles are shifted in 
relative displacement and mass-normalized restoring force, according to the post-yield 
stiffness shown as the dashed blue curve in Figure 3.17, to a common origin in Figure 
3.19. Because this system does not exhibit stiffness or strength degradation, the empirical 
capacity curve can be estimated using the data to fit a curve directly with the data with a 
95% confidence interval as shown in Figure 3.20.  
 
This model exemplifies the use of confidence intervals for determining the reliability of 
the estimated empirical capacity curve. Confidence intervals require an empirical 
capacity curve be estimated through a fitted curve using all data points in the quarter 
cycles. If the system response contains stiffness or strength degradation, the empirical 
capacity curve cannot be fitted using all of the data from the quarter cycle response due to 
the behavior of the system changing over time. This computer simulation is an ideal 
response with no noise in the system. Data recorded from actual buildings or 
experimental models is typically not noise free and would cause the confidence intervals 
to be wider than those shown in the two simulations.  
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3.3.2 One-story Bouc-Wen Hysteresis Model with Stiffness Degradation 
A one-story or one-degree of freedom model with Bouc-Wen stiffness degradation 
hysteresis is excited with each of the two ground acceleration inputs. The acceleration 
response, relative velocity response, and relative displacement response for the 
Northridge ground acceleration input are shown in Figure 3.21, Figure 3.22, and Figure 
3.23. The results from the mass-normalized damping coefficient identification method are 
shown in Figure 3.24. The estimated mass-normalized damping coefficient is found with 
the mean of a log-normal distribution and equal to 4.6 s-1. The actual mass-normalized 
damping coefficient is equal to 3.9 s-1. The percent error is equal to 18%. The estimated 
hysteresis response is shown in Figure 3.25. A comparison of the estimated hysteresis 
response and the actual hysteresis response are shown in Figure 3.26. The estimated 
response is the darker curve and the actual response is the lighter curve. Because this 
system does exhibit stiffness degradation, the empirical capacity curve is estimated using 
the upper envelope of the secant stiffness response of each of the quarter cycles in the 
positive mass-normalized restoring force domain (Figure 3.27). The stiffness degradation 
can be tracked over time and is plotted in Figure 3.28. 
 
The acceleration response, relative velocity response, and relative displacement response 
for the Kobe ground acceleration input are shown in Figure 3.29, Figure 3.30, and Figure 
3.31. The results from the mass-normalized damping coefficient identification method are 
shown in Figure 3.32. The estimated mass-normalized damping coefficient is found with 
the mean of a log-normal distribution and equal to 4.1 s-1. The actual mass-normalized 
damping coefficient is equal to 3.9 s-1. The percent error is equal to 5.1%. The estimated 
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hysteresis response is shown in Figure 3.33. A comparison of the estimated hysteresis 
response and the actual hysteresis response are shown in Figure 3.34. The estimated 
response is the darker curve and the actual response is the lighter curve. Because this 
system does exhibit stiffness degradation, the empirical capacity curve is estimated using 
the upper envelope of the secant stiffness response of each of the quarter cycles in the 
positive mass-normalized restoring force domain (Figure 3.35). The stiffness degradation 
can be tracked over time and is plotted in Figure 3.36. 
 
This model is an example of the method applied to a stiffness degrading system. For a 
stiffness degrading system, a capacity curve cannot be estimated using all of the data 
from the quarter cycles. Instead, an empirical capacity curve is estimated using the upper 
envelope.  The stiffness of the system can also be tracked over time using the secant 
stiffness from each quarter cycle for stiffness degrading systems. 
 
3.3.3 Five-story Bilinear Hysteresis Model 
A five-story or five-degrees of freedom model with rigid floors and flexible columns is 
defined with bilinear hysteresis at each story and is excited with each of the two ground 
acceleration inputs. The acceleration response, relative velocity response, and relative 
displacement response for the Northridge ground acceleration input at the first story are 
shown in Figure 3.37, Figure 3.38, and Figure 3.39. The mass-normalized inertial force 
for the first story is the summation of the acceleration responses at each floor and is 
shown in Figure 3.40. The results from the mass-normalized damping coefficient 
identification method are shown in Figure 3.41. The estimated mass-normalized damping 
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coefficient is found with the mean of a log-normal distribution and equal to 17.2 s-1. The 
actual mass-normalized damping coefficient is equal to 18.6 s-1. The percent error is 
equal to 7.5%. The estimated hysteresis response is shown in Figure 3.42. A comparison 
of the estimated hysteresis response and the actual hysteresis response are shown in 
Figure 3.43. The estimated response is the darker curve and the actual response is the 
lighter curve. This system does not exhibit stiffness degradation. However, the empirical 
capacity curve is estimated using the upper envelope of the secant stiffness response of 
each of the quarter cycles in the positive mass-normalized restoring force domain (Figure 
3.44). This type of estimation is used because the high-pass filtering alters the location of 
the yielding by removing the permanent offset for a system with a well-defined yielding 
point.  
 
The acceleration response, relative velocity response, and relative displacement response 
for the Kobe ground acceleration input at the first story are shown in Figure 3.45, Figure 
3.46, and Figure 3.47. The mass-normalized inertial force for the first story is the 
summation of the acceleration responses at each floor and is shown in Figure 3.48.The 
results from the mass-normalized damping coefficient identification method are shown in 
Figure 3.49. The estimated mass-normalized damping coefficient is found with the mean 
of a log-normal distribution and equal to 19.8 s-1. The actual mass-normalized damping 
coefficient is equal to 18.6 s-1. The percent error is equal to 6.5%. The estimated 
hysteresis response is shown in Figure 3.50. A comparison of the estimated hysteresis 
response and the actual hysteresis response are shown in Figure 3.51. The estimated 
response is the darker curve and the actual response is the lighter curve. This system does 
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not exhibit stiffness degradation; however, the empirical capacity curve is estimated 
using the upper envelope of the secant stiffness response of each of the quarter cycles in 
the positive mass-normalized restoring force domain (Figure 3.52). This type of 
estimation is used because the high-pass filtering alters the location of the yielding by 
removing the permanent offset for a system with a well-defined yielding point.  
 
The five-degrees of freedom model is the first model to introduce a multi-degree of 
system. The hysteresis model is a bilinear model with a well-defined yield point. The 
empirical capacity curve extraction method is applied to the first story of the recorded 
response because the first story contains the largest nonlinear inelastic response in the 
system. The only difference in the extraction method from the single-degree of freedom 
systems is the inertial force for the first story is the summation of all the responses from 
each floor. In this case, all the masses are the same so there is no need to normalize any 
of the acceleration responses. After the hysteresis response is estimated, the loss of the 
permanent offset information can cause some difficulty in estimating an empirical 
capacity curve using all the data from the quarter cycles. In this case, the well-defined 
yield point is noticeably different in certain quarter cycles after the shifting process. This 
is unavoidable with the loss of the permanent offset information. In this case, an 
empirical capacity curve estimated using an upper envelope is used instead of the 
empirical capacity curve estimated with confidence intervals using all the data from the 
quarter cycle response. 
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The estimation of the constant damping coefficient is also much higher than in the 
previous single-degree of freedom systems. This is due to applying the procedure for the 
first story. Even though the first mode of the system has 5% damping, the individual 
damping coefficient for the first story, and all other stories, is equal to a value four to five 
times higher than in the single-degree of freedom models. The higher the damping 
coefficient, the higher the time difference is between the peak in the mass-normalized 
inertia and the zero crossing of the relative velocity causing less percentage of error in the 
estimation. 
3.3.4 Seven-story Takeda Hysteresis Model 
A seven-story or seven-degrees of freedom model with rigid floors and flexible columns 
is defined with Takeda hysteresis at each story and is excited with each of the two ground 
acceleration inputs. The acceleration response, relative velocity response, and relative 
displacement response for the 1994 Northridge ground acceleration input at the first story 
are shown in Figure 3.53, Figure 3.54, and Figure 3.55. The mass-normalized inertial 
force for the first story is the summation of the acceleration responses at each floor and is 
shown in Figure 3.56. The results from the mass-normalized damping coefficient 
identification method are shown in Figure 3.57. The estimated mass-normalized damping 
coefficient is found with the mean of a log-normal distribution and equal to 17.7 s-1. The 
actual mass-normalized damping coefficient is equal to 18.6 s-1. The percent error is 
equal to 4.8%. The estimated hysteresis response is shown in Figure 3.58. A comparison 
of the estimated hysteresis response and the actual hysteresis response are shown in 
Figure 3.59. The estimated response is the darker curve and the actual response is the 
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lighter curve. Because this system does exhibit stiffness degradation, the empirical 
capacity curve is estimated using the upper envelope of the secant stiffness response of 
each of the quarter cycles in the positive mass-normalized restoring force domain (Figure 
3.60). The stiffness degradation can be tracked over time and is plotted in Figure 3.61. 
 
The acceleration response, relative velocity response, and relative displacement response 
for the Kobe ground acceleration input at the first story are shown in Figure 3.62, Figure 
3.63, and Figure 3.64. The mass-normalized inertial force for the first story is the 
summation of the acceleration responses at each floor and is shown in Figure 3.65. The 
results from the mass-normalized damping coefficient identification method are shown in 
Figure 3.66. The estimated mass-normalized damping coefficient is found with the mean 
of a log-normal distribution and equal to 17.8 s-1. The actual mass-normalized damping 
coefficient is equal to 18.6 s-1. The percent error is equal to 4.3%. The estimated 
hysteresis response is shown in Figure 3.67. A comparison of the estimated hysteresis 
response and the actual hysteresis response are shown in Figure 3.68. The estimated 
response is the darker curve and the actual response is the lighter curve. Because this 
system does exhibit stiffness degradation, the empirical capacity curve is estimated using 
the upper envelope of the secant stiffness response of each of the quarter cycles in the 
positive mass-normalized restoring force domain (Figure 3.69). The stiffness degradation 
can be tracked over time and is plotted in Figure 3.70. 
 
The seven-story model is an example of a multi-degree of freedom system with stiffness 
degradation and response available from each floor. Similar to the single-degree of 
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freedom stiffness degrading model, the empirical capacity curve is estimated using an 
upper envelope of the response. This model is also an example with a well-defined yield 
point creating some difficulties when trying to shift quarter cycles with the loss of the 
permanent offset information. The stiffness of the system can also be tracked by 
estimating the stiffness just beyond where the restoring force crosses zero.  
 
3.4 Fundamental Mode Empirical Capacity Curves 
Each of the two multi-degree of freedom models is excited with two strong ground 
motion acceleration inputs. One input is the 1994 Northridge east-west direction ground 
acceleration recorded at the Van Nuys, CA 7-story hotel and is shown in Figure 3.1. The 
sampling frequency for this record is 50 Hz. The second input is the 1995 Kobe north-
south direction ground acceleration recorded at the Takatori station and is shown in 
Figure 3.2. The sampling frequency is 100 Hz. After completing each simulation, the 
fundamental mode empirical capacity curve extraction procedure is performed using only 
the acceleration response of the ground and the roof. The results from the procedure are 
compared with the fundamental mode static pushover results.  
 
3.4.1 Five-story Bilinear Hysteresis Model 
A five-story or five-degrees of freedom model with rigid floors and flexible columns is 
defined with bilinear hysteresis at each story and is excited with each of the two ground 
acceleration inputs. A low-pass zero-phase 4th order Butterworth filter with a cutoff 
frequency of 3.0 Hz. is applied to the each acceleration response. The acceleration 
response, relative velocity response, and relative displacement response for the 1994 
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Northridge ground acceleration input at the roof are shown in Figure 3.71, Figure 3.72, 
and Figure 3.73. The results from the mass-normalized damping coefficient identification 
method are shown in Figure 3.74. The estimated mass-normalized damping coefficient is 
found with the mean of a log-normal distribution and equal to 0.71 s-1. The actual mass-
normalized damping coefficient is equal to 0.85 s-1. The percent error is equal to 16%. 
The estimated hysteresis response is shown in Figure 3.75. The static fundamental mode 
capacity curve is shown as a light dashed curve. The empirical capacity curve is 
estimated using the upper envelope of the secant stiffness response in the positive mass-
normalized restoring force domain (Figure 3.76). The darker curve is the estimated 
capacity curve and the lighter dashed curve is the static fundamental mode pushover 
curve.  
Similar to the previous ground motion response, a low-pass zero-phase 4th order 
Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 3.0 Hz. is applied to the each acceleration 
response for the Kobe ground acceleration input. The acceleration response, relative 
velocity response, and relative displacement response for the Kobe ground acceleration 
input at the roof are shown in Figure 3.77, Figure 3.78, and Figure 3.79. The results from 
the mass-normalized damping coefficient identification method are shown in Figure 3.80. 
The estimated mass-normalized damping coefficient is found with the mean of a log-
normal distribution and equal to 1.0 s-1. The actual mass-normalized damping coefficient 
is equal to 0.85 s-1. The percent error is equal to 18%. The estimated hysteresis response 
is shown in Figure 3.81. The static fundamental mode capacity curve is shown as a light 
dashed curve. The empirical capacity curve is estimated using the upper envelope of the 
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secant stiffness response in the positive mass-normalized restoring force domain (Figure 
3.82). The darker curve is the estimated capacity curve and the lighter dashed curve is the 
static fundamental mode pushover curve.  
The five-degree of freedom model used in the case where acceleration response is 
available from each floor can also be used to estimate a fundamental mode empirical 
capacity curve using only the roof and ground acceleration response. In this case, low-
pass filtering and choosing a cutoff frequency for the filter are required. The cutoff 
frequency was chosen based on the removal of higher order modal response observed in 
the hysteretic response and the peak amplitude of the fundamental mode response 
decreasing with a decreasing cutoff frequency. A balance was obtained to remove as 
much of the higher modal response while removing as little of the fundamental mode 
response as possible. An algorithm for this procedure was not written; the procedure was 
completed by observation. The fundamental mode response may contain higher 
frequency components beyond the cutoff frequency such as the abrupt stiffness change at 
the yield point. This is unavoidable and causes the peak response data from the quarter 
cycle response to be the only reliable response data. These peak responses are used for 
estimating a secant stiffness. The same procedure for estimating the empirical capacity 
curve using an upper envelope is used. 
The mass-normalized damping coefficient estimation for the fundamental mode of the 
system is about twenty times less than the mass-normalized damping coefficient for each 
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of the stories of the system. The lower mass-normalized damping coefficient unavoidably 
increases the potential increased percentage of error due to noise in the system. The low-
pass filtering process also affects the damping coefficient estimation as shown in 
Appendix B. The filtering effect can either cause the estimated mass-normalized damping 
coefficient to increase or decrease from the actual mass-normalized damping coefficient 
which is defined as constant for this model. 
3.4.2 Seven-story Takeda Hysteresis Model 
A seven-story or seven-degrees of freedom model with rigid floors and flexible columns 
is defined with Takeda hysteresis at each story and is excited with each of the two ground 
acceleration inputs. A low-pass zero-phase 4th order Butterworth filter with a cutoff 
frequency of 2.2 Hz. is applied to the each acceleration response. The acceleration 
response, relative velocity response, and relative displacement response for the 
Northridge ground acceleration input at the roof are shown in Figure 3.83, Figure 3.84, 
and Figure 3.85. The results from the mass-normalized damping coefficient identification 
method are shown in Figure 3.86. The estimated mass-normalized damping coefficient is 
found with the mean of a log-normal distribution and equal to 1.4 s-1. The actual mass-
normalized damping coefficient is equal to 0.85 s-1. The percent error is equal to 65%. 
The estimated hysteresis response is shown in Figure 3.87. The static fundamental mode 
capacity curve is shown as a light dashed curve. The empirical capacity curve is 
estimated using the upper envelope of the secant stiffness response in the positive mass-
normalized restoring force domain (Figure 3.88). The darker curve is the estimated 
capacity curve and the lighter dashed curve is the static fundamental mode pushover 
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curve. The secant stiffness degradation can be tracked over time and is plotted in Figure 
3.89. 
Similar to the previous ground motion response, a low-pass zero-phase 4th order 
Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 2.2 Hz. is applied to the each acceleration 
response from the 1995 Kobe ground acceleration input. The acceleration response, 
relative velocity response, and relative displacement response for the Kobe ground 
acceleration input at the roof are shown in Figure 3.90, Figure 3.91, and Figure 3.92. The 
results from the mass-normalized damping coefficient identification method are shown in 
Figure 3.93. The estimated mass-normalized damping coefficient is found with the mean 
of a log-normal distribution and equal to 1.5 s-1. The actual mass-normalized damping 
coefficient is equal to 0.85 s-1. The percent error is equal to 76%. The estimated 
hysteresis response is shown in Figure 3.94. The static fundamental mode capacity curve 
is shown as a light dashed curve. The empirical capacity curve is estimated using the 
upper envelope of the secant stiffness response in the positive mass-normalized restoring 
force domain (Figure 3.95). The darker curve is the estimated capacity curve and the 
lighter dashed curve is the static fundamental mode pushover curve. The secant stiffness 
degradation can be tracked over time and is plotted in Figure 3.96. 
The seven-degrees of freedom model is an example of a multi-degree of freedom system 
with stiffness degradation and response available from the ground and roof only. The 
same procedure for estimating the fundamental mode empirical capacity curve is used as 
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in the five-degrees of freedom system. The same issues observed in the five-degrees of 
freedom system are also observed in this model such as a low fundamental mode mass-
normalized damping coefficient, altered quarter cycle response, and choosing the cutoff 
frequency for the low-pass filter. For this model, the stiffness degradation of the system 
can be tracked over time using the secant stiffness found by using the peak response from 
each of the quarter cycles. 
A special circumstance of extracting empirical capacity curves is demonstrated between 
the two responses for this model. Certain ground motion excitations can have a large 
initial pulse in the ground motion record. This can cause one of the first large hysteresis 
response cycles to be very large like in the Kobe ground motion response. This large 
initial cycle combined with the low-pass filter altering the path of the response between 
the zero crossing and the peak of that cycle can cause the hysteretic response information 
between zero and that peak to be lost. For instance, in the Northridge response, the 
estimated fundamental mode empirical capacity curve captures the actual fundamental 
mode capacity curve from the static pushover analysis. However, information is lost in 
the Kobe ground motion response. The hysteretic response from 0 cm to 15 cm relative 
displacement is not captured because of the large initial cycle. In this case, the estimated 
yield point is over-estimated by three times that of the Northridge ground motion. All of 
the ductility ratios for the Kobe response are much less than they should be if the yield 
point was correctly estimated. 
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Table 3.1: Single-degree of freedom model parameters 
 SDOF Model SDOF Model with Stiffness Degradation 
࣓ 31.2 Rad/s 39.1Rad/s 
ࣈ 0.05 0.05 
ࢻ 0.01 0.02 
࡭ 0.35 1.00 
ࢼ -0.25 1.25 
ળ 1.25 2.25 
࢔ 1.0 1.4 
ࢇ - 0.0055 
 
Table 3.2: 5DOF and 7DOF model parameters 
 5DOF Bilinear Model 7DOF Takeda Model 
Initial Story Stiffness 970,000 N/cm 970,000 N/cm 
Post-Yield to Pre-Yield 
Story Stiffness Ratio 0.10 0.10 
Story Yield Displacement 0.5 cm 0.5 cm 
Floor Mass 1080 kg 1080 kg 
First Mode Damping 
Ratio 0.05 0.05 







Figure 3.1: 1994 Northridge ground motion recorded at Van Nuys, CA 
 
 
Figure 3.2: 1995 Kobe ground motion recorded at Takatori station 
 
 
Figure 3.3: SDOF Bouc-Wen model – Acceleration response – Northridge 
 











































Figure 3.4: SDOF Bouc-Wen model – Relative velocity response– Northridge 
 
 
Figure 3.5: SDOF Bouc-Wen model – Relative displacement – Northridge 
 
 
Figure 3.6: SDOF Bouc-Wen model – Mass-normalized damping coefficient estimation – 
Northridge 
 






















































Figure 3.7: SDOF Bouc-Wen model – Hysteresis – Northridge 
 
 
Figure 3.8: SDOF Bouc-Wen model – Hysteresis comparison – Northridge 
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Figure 3.9: SDOF Bouc-Wen model – Positive quarter cycle response – Northridge 
 
 
Figure 3.10: SDOF Bouc-Wen model – Shifted quarter cycle response – Northridge  
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Figure 3.11: SDOF Bouc-Wen model – Confidence interval estimation – Northridge 
 
 
Figure 3.12: SDOF Bouc-Wen model – Acceleration response - Kobe 
 














































Figure 3.13: SDOF Bouc-Wen Model – Relative velocity response - Kobe 
 
 
Figure 3.14: SDOF Bouc-Wen Model – Relative displacement response - Kobe 
 
 
Figure 3.15: SDOF Bouc-Wen Model – Mass-normalized damping coefficient - Kobe 
 






















































Figure 3.16: SDOF Bouc-Wen model – hysteresis - Kobe 
 
 
Figure 3.17: SDOF Bouc-Wen model – Hysteresis comparison - Kobe 
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Figure 3.18: SDOF Bouc-Wen model – Positive quarter cycle response – Kobe  
 
 
Figure 3.19: SDOF Bouc-Wen model – Shifted quarter cycle response – Kobe  
 

































































Figure 3.20: SDOF Bouc-Wen model – Confidence interval estimation – Kobe  
 
 
Figure 3.21: SDOF Bouc-Wen model with SD – Acceleration response – Northridge 
 















































Figure 3.22: SDOF Bouc-Wen model with SD – Relative velocity response – Northridge 
 
 




Figure 3.24: SDOF Bouc-Wen model with SD – Mass-normalized damping coefficient 
estimation – Northridge 
 






















































Figure 3.25: SDOF Bouc-Wen model with SD – Hysteresis – Northridge 
 
 
Figure 3.26: SDOF Bouc-Wen model with SD – Hysteresis comparison – Northridge 
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Figure 3.28: SDOF Bouc-Wen model with SD – Stiffness degradation estimation – 
Northridge 
 























































Figure 3.29: SDOF Bouc-Wen model with SD – Acceleration response – Kobe 
 
 
Figure 3.30: SDOF Bouc-Wen model with SD – Relative velocity response – Kobe 
 
 
Figure 3.31: SDOF Bouc-Wen model with SD – Relative displacement response – Kobe 
 










































Figure 3.32: SDOF Bouc-Wen model with SD – Mass-normalized damping coefficient 
estimation – Kobe 
 
 
Figure 3.33: SDOF Bouc-Wen model with SD – Hysteresis – Kobe 
 

























































Figure 3.34: SDOF Bouc-Wen model with SD – Hysteresis comparison – Kobe 
 
 
Figure 3.35: SDOF Bouc-Wen model with SD – Empirical capacity curve estimation – 
Kobe 
 


























































Figure 3.36: SDOF Bouc-Wen model with SD – Stiffness degradation estimation – Kobe 
 
 
Figure 3.37: 5DOF bilinear model: first story– Acceleration response – Northridge 
 
 
Figure 3.38: 5DOF bilinear model: first story– Relative velocity response – Northridge 
 
























































Figure 3.41: 5DOF bilinear model: first floor– Mass normalized damping coefficient 
estimation – Northridge 
 

































































Figure 3.42: 5DOF bilinear model: first story– Hysteresis – Northridge 
 
 
Figure 3.43: 5DOF bilinear model: first story– Hysteresis comparison – Northridge 
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Figure 3.45: 5DOF bilinear model: first story– Acceleration response – Kobe 
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Figure 3.46: 5DOF bilinear model: first story– Relative velocity response – Kobe 
 
 
Figure 3.47: 5DOF bilinear model: first story– Relative displacement response – Kobe 
 
 
Figure 3.48: 5DOF bilinear model: first story– Mass-normalized inertial force – Kobe 
 






















































Figure 3.49: 5DOF bilinear model: first story– Mass-normalized damping coefficient 
estimation – Kobe 
 
 
Figure 3.50: 5DOF bilinear model: first story– Hysteresis – Kobe 
 

























































Figure 3.51: 5DOF bilinear model: first story– Hysteresis comparison – Kobe 
 
 
Figure 3.52: 5DOF bilinear model: first story– Empirical capacity curve estimation – 
Kobe 
 




























































Figure 3.53: 7DOF Takeda model: first story– Acceleration response – Northridge 
 
 
Figure 3.54: 7DOF Takeda model: first story– Relative velocity response – Northridge 
 
 
Figure 3.55: 7DOF Takeda model: first story– Relative displacement response – 
Northridge 
 











































Figure 3.57: 7DOF Takeda model: first story– Mass-normalized damping coefficient 
estimation – Northridge 
 



















































Figure 3.58: 7DOF Takeda model: first story– Hysteresis – Northridge 
 
 
Figure 3.59: 7DOF Takeda model: first story– Hysteresis comparison – Northridge 

































































Figure 3.61: 7DOF Takeda model: first story– Stiffness degradation estimation – 
Northridge 
 






















































Figure 3.62: 7DOF Takeda model: first story– Acceleration response – Kobe 
 
 
Figure 3.63: 7DOF Takeda model: first story– Relative velocity response – Kobe 
 
 
Figure 3.64: 7DOF Takeda model: first story– Relative displacement response – Kobe 
 







































Figure 3.65: 7DOF Takeda model: first story– Mass-normalized inertial force – Kobe 
 
 
Figure 3.66: 7DOF Takeda model: first story– Mass-normalized damping coefficient 
estimation – Kobe 
 



















































Figure 3.67: 7DOF Takeda model: first story– Hysteresis – Kobe 
 
 
Figure 3.68: 7DOF Takeda model: first story– Hysteresis comparison – Kobe 
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Figure 3.70: 7DOF Takeda model: first story– Stiffness degradation estimation – Kobe 
 























































Figure 3.71: 5DOF Bilinear model: first mode– Acceleration response – Northridge 
 
 
Figure 3.72: 5DOF Bilinear model: first mode– Relative velocity response – Northridge 
 
 
Figure 3.73: 5DOF Bilinear model: first mode– Relative displacement response – 
Northridge 
 








































Figure 3.74: 5DOF Bilinear model: first mode– Mass-normalized damping coefficient 
estimation – Northridge 
 
 
Figure 3.75: 5DOF Bilinear model: first mode– Hysteresis – Northridge 
 



























































Figure 3.77: 5DOF Bilinear model: first mode– Acceleration response – Kobe 
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Figure 3.78: 5DOF Bilinear model: first mode– Relative velocity response – Kobe 
 
 
Figure 3.79: 5DOF Bilinear model: first mode– Relative displacement response – Kobe 
 
 
Figure 3.80: 5DOF Bilinear model: first mode– Mass-normalized damping coefficient 
estimation – Kobe 
 






















































Figure 3.81: 5DOF Bilinear model: first mode– Hysteresis – Kobe 
 
 
Figure 3.82: 5DOF Bilinear model: first mode– Empirical capacity curve estimation – 
Kobe 
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Figure 3.83: 7DOF Takeda model: first mode– Acceleration response – Northridge 
 
 
Figure 3.84: 7DOF Takeda model: first mode– Relative velocity response – Northridge 
 
 
Figure 3.85: 7DOF Takeda model: first mode– Relative displacement response – 
Northridge 
 









































Figure 3.86: 7DOF Takeda model: first mode– Mass-normalized damping coefficient 
estimation – Northridge 
 
 
Figure 3.87: 7DOF Takeda model: first mode– Hysteresis – Northridge 
 



























































Figure 3.89: 7DOF Takeda model: first mode– Stiffness degradation estimation – 
Northridge 
 






















































Figure 3.90: 7DOF Takeda model: first mode– Acceleration response – Kobe 
 
 
Figure 3.91: 7DOF Takeda model: first mode– Relative velocity response – Kobe 
 
 
Figure 3.92: 7DOF Takeda model: first mode– Relative displacement response – Kobe 
 












































Figure 3.94: 7DOF Takeda model: first mode– Hysteresis – Kobe 
 




















































Figure 3.96: 7DOF Takeda model: first mode– Stiffness degradation – Kobe 
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CHAPTER 4. METHOD CALIBRATION: EXPERIMENTS 
4.1 Introduction 
For further calibration of the method for extracting empirical capacity curves, 
experimental models are subjected to modified historical ground motion records. The 
acceleration response is the only output used in the procedure for extracting the empirical 
capacity curves. The results are compared with the measured static pushover curve for the 
experimental models. Three types of models are used for calibration of the inter-story 
empirical capacity curve extraction method, and two types of models are used for the 
calibration for the fundamental mode empirical capacity curve extraction method. 
4.2 Experimental Program 
The description of the specimens, static pushover test procedure and instrumentation, and 
dynamic shake table test procedure and instrumentation are presented in this section. 
 
4.2.1 Specimen Description 
Three types of experimental models are used for the experimental method calibration. 
Each model contains a different number of stories. Namely, a single, two, and three story 
model are used. Dimensions, drawings, and material lists for each type of model are 
described in detail in Appendix D. Each model resembles a system with relatively rigid 
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floors and flexible columns. All hysteretic behavior occurs in the columns as double 
curvature bending and yielding at the top and bottom of each column near the restraint 
region as shown in Figure 4.1. Columns are never reused after a pushover or shake table 
test where columns have undergone yielding. The mass for each floor of the three types 
of specimens is shown in Table 4.1.  
 
4.2.2 Static Pushover Test Procedure and Instrumentation 
The static pushover procedure consists of performing inter-story displacement controlled 
pushover tests. Only two types of columns are used for all of the specimens: 1/4 inch and 
3/8 inch wide columns. Therefore, two displacement controlled static pushover tests are 
required. Each cycle, the specimen is pushed 0.5 centimeters further than the previous 
complete cycle until a 2.5 centimeter relative displacement is reached. The 
instrumentation setup and equipment used for the static pushover test procedure are 
shown in Appendix C. 
 
4.2.3 System Identification Test Procedure and Instrumentation 
The system identification procedure consists of exciting each floor of each of the 
specimens and recording the acceleration response at each floor. The measured input and 
output are used to determine the transfer function of the system. The transfer function is 
then used to identify the modal parameters of the specimen in the elastic range before any 
strong ground motion excitation. The instrumentation setup and equipment used for the 




4.2.4 Dynamic Shake Table Test Procedure and Instrumentation 
The dynamic shake table test procedure consists of mounting the three types of 
specimens to the shake table and exciting the specimens with strong ground motion 
records. The one-story and two-story specimens are excited with a modified 1994 
Northridge ground motion and a modified 1995 Kobe ground motion. The columns in 
each specimen are replaced after each ground motion. The three-story specimen is 
excited with a modified 1995 Kobe ground motion. The acceleration response is recorded 
at each story including the ground. The absolute displacement of the ground and each 
story is measured for comparison of the integration results. The instrumentation setup and 
equipment used for the static pushover test procedure are shown in Appendix C. The 
sampling frequency for all measurements is 256 Hz. 
 
4.3 Experimental Results and Analysis 
The results for the static pushover tests, system identification tests, and dynamic shake 
table tests are provided in this section.  
 
4.3.1 Static Pushover Testing Results and Analysis 
The inter-story static pushover test results for the 1/4 inch wide and 1/16 inch columns 
are shown in Figure 4.2. These columns are used in the one-story specimens. The inter-
story static pushover test results for the 3/8 inch wide and 1/16 inch columns are shown 
in Figure 4.3.  These columns are used in the two-story and three-story specimens. The 
dark curve is the measured force and displacement. The lighter dashed curve is the 
estimated backbone curve for the statically measured hysteretic response. These 
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backbone curves are used for comparison purposes of the empirical capacity curves 
determined from the dynamic shake table testing of the specimens. 
 
4.3.2 System Identification Results and Analysis 
The transfer function obtained from the measured input and output of the hammer 
excitation for the one-story specimen to be excited by the modified Northridge ground 
motion is shown in Figure 4.4. The transfer function for the one-story specimen excited 
by the modified Kobe ground motion is shown in Figure 4.5. The transfer functions were 
then used to obtain the natural frequency of each of these two specimens by obtaining the 
frequency at the local peak. The results are shown in Table 4.2. The natural frequencies 
are nearly identical for each specimen. 
 
The transfer function obtained from the measured input and output of the hammer 
excitation on the first floor for the two-story specimen to be excited by the modified 
Northridge ground motion is shown in Figure 4.6. The transfer function for the two-story 
specimen hit at the second floor and to be excited by the modified Northridge ground 
motion is shown in Figure 4.7. The transfer function obtained from the measured input 
and output of the hammer excitation on the first floor for the two-story specimen to be 
excited by the modified Kobe ground motion is shown in Figure 4.8. The transfer 
function for the two-story specimen hit at the second floor and to be excited by the 
modified Kobe ground motion is shown in Figure 4.9. The transfer functions were then 
used to obtain the frequencies and mode shapes for each of these two specimens by 
obtaining the frequency at the local peaks and using the local peaks of the imaginary 
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component of the transfer function to obtain the mode shape values. The results are 
shown in Table 4.3 for the Northridge specimen and Table 4.4 for the Kobe specimen. 
All mode shapes are normalized to the roof mode shape value. The maximum difference 
between the two measured frequencies is 1.3% and between the mode shape values is 
0.5%. The error can be due to subtleties in the assembly of each specimen or noise in the 
response measurements. 
 
The transfer function obtained from the measured input and output of the hammer 
excitation on the first floor for the three-story specimen to be excited by the modified 
Kobe ground motion is shown in Figure 4.10. The transfer function for the three-story 
specimen hit at the second floor and to be excited by the modified Kobe ground motion is 
shown in Figure 4.11. The transfer function for the three-story specimen hit at the third 
floor and to be excited by the modified Kobe ground motion is shown in Figure 4.12 The 
transfer functions were then used to obtain the frequencies and mode shapes for the 
specimen by obtaining the frequency at the local peaks and using the local peaks of the 
imaginary component of the transfer function to obtain the mode shape values. The 
measured modal parameter results are shown in Table 4.5. All mode shapes are 
normalized to the roof mode shape value. 
 
4.3.3 Shake Table Testing Results and Analysis 
The shake table testing results are shown for one-story and two-story specimens excited 
with a modified 1994 Northridge ground motion input and one and two-story specimens 
excited with a modified 1995 Kobe ground motion input. Results are also shown for a 
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three-story specimen excited with a modified 1995 Kobe ground motion input. All 
measured acceleration responses have been filtered with a 4th order zero-phase low-pass 
Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 30 Hz to remove high-frequency noise in the 
acceleration measurements. Ductility ratio estimations for each response are provided in 
Appendix F. 
 
The one-story specimen is shown in Figure 4.13. A modified 1994 Northridge ground 
acceleration input is used as the excitation for the one-story specimen (Figure 4.14). The 
absolute acceleration, relative velocity, and relative displacement responses are shown in 
Figure 4.15, Figure 4.16, and Figure 4.17. The darker curve is the filtered and integrated 
response for the system. The lighter curve in the acceleration response is the unfiltered 
measurements. The lighter curve in the displacement response is the measured 
displacement from the optical tracker. The mass-normalized damping coefficient results 
are shown in Figure 4.18. The mass-normalized damping coefficient is assumed constant 
for the duration of the ground motion and estimated to be 1.6 s-1. The estimated hysteresis 
response is shown in Figure 4.19. A comparison of the estimated hysteresis response and 
the statically measured hysteresis response are shown in Figure 4.20. The estimated 
response is the darker curve and a few cycles of the statically measured response are the 
lighter curve. Quarter cycles from the hysteresis response are extracted and the mass-
normalized restoring force is set positive for all quarter cycles in Figure 4.21. The lighter 
dashed curve is the estimated capacity curve from the static pushover test. All of the 
quarter cycles are shifted in relative displacement and mass-normalized restoring force, 
according to the post-yield stiffness shown as the dashed blue curve in Figure 4.20, to a 
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common origin in Figure 4.22. Because this system does not exhibit stiffness or strength 
degradation, the empirical capacity curve can be estimated using the data to fit a curve 
directly with the data with a 95% confidence interval as shown in Figure 4.23.  
A modified 1995 Kobe ground acceleration input is used as the excitation for the one-
story specimen (Figure 4.24). The absolute acceleration, relative velocity, and relative 
displacement responses are shown in Figure 4.25, Figure 4.26, and Figure 4.27. The 
darker curve is the filtered and integrated response for the system. The lighter curve in 
the acceleration response is the unfiltered measurements. The lighter curve in the 
displacement response is the measured displacement from the optical tracker. The mass-
normalized damping coefficient results are shown in Figure 4.28. The mass-normalized 
damping coefficient is assumed constant for the duration of the ground motion and 
estimated to be 1.7 s-1. The estimated hysteresis response is shown in Figure 4.29. A 
comparison of the estimated hysteresis response and the statically measured hysteresis 
response are shown in Figure 4.30. The estimated response is the darker curve and a few 
cycles of the statically measured response are the lighter curve. Quarter cycles from the 
hysteresis response are extracted and the mass-normalized restoring force is set positive 
for all quarter cycles in Figure 4.31. The lighter dashed curve is the estimated capacity 
curve from the static pushover test. All of the quarter cycles are shifted in relative 
displacement and mass-normalized restoring force, according to the post-yield stiffness 
shown as the dashed blue curve in Figure 4.30, to a common origin in Figure 4.32. 
Because this system does not exhibit stiffness or strength degradation, the empirical 
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capacity curve can be estimated using the data to fit a curve directly with the data with a 
95% confidence interval as shown in Figure 4.33.  
The two-story specimen is shown in Figure 4.34. A modified 1994 Northridge ground 
acceleration input is used as the excitation for the two-story specimen (Figure 4.35). The 
absolute acceleration, relative velocity, and relative displacement responses for the first-
story are shown in Figure 4.36, Figure 4.37, and Figure 4.38. The darker curve is the 
filtered and integrated response for the system. The lighter curve in the acceleration 
response is the unfiltered measurements. The lighter curve in the displacement response 
is the measured displacement from the optical tracker. The mass-normalized inertial force, 
shown in Figure 4.39, is the sum of the acceleration response at the first and roof floors. 
The mass ratio of the roof to the first floor is 0.72. The mass-normalized damping 
coefficient results are shown in Figure 4.40. The mass-normalized damping coefficient is 
estimated to be a constant 7.5 s-1 from 0 to 1.5 seconds and a constant 2.4 s-1 from 1.5 to 
5 seconds. The estimated hysteresis response is shown in Figure 4.41. A comparison of 
the estimated hysteresis response and the statically measured hysteresis response are 
shown in Figure 4.42. The estimated response is the darker curve and a few cycles of the 
statically measured response are the lighter curve. Quarter cycles from the hysteresis 
response are extracted and the mass-normalized restoring force is set positive for all 
quarter cycles in Figure 4.43. The lighter dashed curve is the estimated capacity curve 
from the static pushover test. All of the quarter cycles are shifted in relative displacement 
and mass-normalized restoring force, according to the post-yield stiffness shown as the 
dashed blue curve in Figure 4.42, to a common origin in Figure 4.44. Because this system 
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does not exhibit stiffness or strength degradation, the empirical capacity curve can be 
estimated using the data to fit a curve directly with the data with a 95% confidence 
interval as shown in Figure 4.45.  
The same procedure is applied to the second story of the two-story specimen for the 
Northridge ground motion. The absolute acceleration, relative velocity, and relative 
displacement responses for the second-story are shown in Figure 4.46, Figure 4.47, and 
Figure 4.48. The darker curve is the filtered and integrated response for the system. The 
lighter curve in the acceleration response is the unfiltered measurements. The lighter 
curve in the displacement response is the measured displacement from the optical tracker. 
The mass-normalized inertial force is the roof acceleration so no summation of 
acceleration responses is needed for the second floor. The mass-normalized damping 
coefficient results are shown in Figure 4.49. The mass-normalized damping coefficient is 
estimated to be a constant 2.5 s-1 for the entire duration of the response. The estimated 
hysteresis response is shown in Figure 4.50. A comparison of the estimated hysteresis 
response and the statically measured hysteresis response are shown in Figure 4.51. The 
estimated response is the darker curve and a few cycles of the statically measured 
response are the lighter curve. Quarter cycles from the hysteresis response are extracted 
and the mass-normalized restoring force is set positive for all quarter cycles in Figure 
4.52. The lighter dashed curve is the estimated capacity curve from the static pushover 
test. All of the quarter cycles are shifted in relative displacement and mass-normalized 
restoring force to a common origin in Figure 4.53. Because this system does not exhibit 
stiffness or strength degradation, the empirical capacity curve can be estimated using the 
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data to fit a curve directly with the data with a 95% confidence interval as shown in 
Figure 4.54.  
A modified 1995 Kobe ground acceleration input is used as the excitation for the two-
story specimen (Figure 4.55). The absolute acceleration, relative velocity, and relative 
displacement responses for the first-story are shown in Figure 4.56, Figure 4.57, and 
Figure 4.58. The darker curve is the filtered and integrated response for the system. The 
lighter curve in the acceleration response is the unfiltered measurements. The lighter 
curve in the displacement response is the measured displacement from the optical tracker. 
The mass-normalized inertial force, shown in Figure 4.59, is the sum of the acceleration 
response at the first and roof floors. The mass ratio of the roof to the first floor is 0.72. 
The mass-normalized damping coefficient results are shown in Figure 4.60. The mass-
normalized damping coefficient is estimated to be a constant 7.1 s-1 from 0 to 4 seconds 
and a constant 1.8 s-1 from 4 to 9 seconds. The estimated hysteresis response is shown in 
Figure 4.61. A comparison of the estimated hysteresis response and the statically 
measured hysteresis response are shown in Figure 4.62. The estimated response is the 
darker curve and a few cycles of the statically measured response are the lighter curve. 
Quarter cycles from the hysteresis response are extracted and the mass-normalized 
restoring force is set positive for all quarter cycles in Figure 4.63. The lighter dashed 
curve is the estimated capacity curve from the static pushover test. All of the quarter 
cycles are shifted in relative displacement and mass-normalized restoring force, 
according to the post-yield stiffness shown as the dashed blue curve in Figure 4.62, to a 
common origin in Figure 4.64. Because this system does not exhibit stiffness or strength 
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degradation, the empirical capacity curve can be estimated using the data to fit a curve 
directly with the data with a 95% confidence interval as shown in Figure 4.65.  
The same procedure is applied to the second story of the two-story specimen for the Kobe 
ground motion. The absolute acceleration, relative velocity, and relative displacement 
responses for the second-story are shown in Figure 4.66, Figure 4.67, and Figure 4.68. 
The darker curve is the filtered and integrated response for the system. The lighter curve 
in the acceleration response is the unfiltered measurements. The lighter curve in the 
displacement response is the measured displacement from the optical tracker. The mass-
normalized inertial force is the roof acceleration so no summation of acceleration 
responses is needed for the second floor. The mass-normalized damping coefficient 
results are shown in Figure 4.69. The mass-normalized damping coefficient is estimated 
to be a constant 3.6 s-1 from 0 to 4 seconds and a constant 1.8 s-1 from 4 to 9 seconds. The 
estimated hysteresis response is shown in Figure 4.70. A comparison of the estimated 
hysteresis response and the statically measured hysteresis response are shown in Figure 
4.71. The estimated response is the darker curve and a few cycles of the statically 
measured response are the lighter curve. Quarter cycles from the hysteresis response are 
extracted and the mass-normalized restoring force is set positive for all quarter cycles in 
Figure 4.72. The lighter dashed curve is the estimated capacity curve from the static 
pushover test. All of the quarter cycles are shifted in relative displacement and mass-
normalized restoring force to a common origin in Figure 4.73. Because this system does 
not exhibit stiffness or strength degradation, the empirical capacity curve can be 
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estimated using the data to fit a curve directly with the data with a 95% confidence 
interval as shown in Figure 4.74.  
The three-story specimen is shown in Figure 4.75. A modified 1995 Kobe ground 
acceleration input is used as the excitation for the three-story specimen (Figure 4.76). The 
absolute acceleration, relative velocity, and relative displacement responses for the first-
story are shown in Figure 4.77, Figure 4.78, and Figure 4.79. The darker curve is the 
filtered and integrated response for the system. The lighter curve in the acceleration 
response is the unfiltered measurements. The lighter curve in the displacement response 
is the measured displacement from the optical tracker. The mass-normalized inertial force, 
shown in Figure 4.80, is the sum of the acceleration response at the first and roof floors. 
The mass ratio of the second floor to the first floor is 1.01. The mass ratio of the roof to 
the first floor is 0.64. The mass-normalized damping coefficient results are shown in 
Figure 4.81. The mass-normalized damping coefficient is estimated to be a constant 14 s-1 
from 0 to 3 seconds and a constant 3.5 s-1 from 3 to 8 seconds. The estimated hysteresis 
response is shown in Figure 4.82. A comparison of the estimated hysteresis response and 
the statically measured hysteresis response are shown in Figure 4.83. The estimated 
response is the darker curve and a few cycles of the statically measured response are the 
lighter curve. Quarter cycles from the hysteresis response are extracted and the mass-
normalized restoring force is set positive for all quarter cycles in Figure 4.84. The lighter 
dashed curve is the estimated capacity curve from the static pushover test. All of the 
quarter cycles are shifted in relative displacement and mass-normalized restoring force, 
according to the post-yield stiffness shown as the dashed blue curve in Figure 4.83, to a 
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common origin in Figure 4.85. Because this system does not exhibit stiffness or strength 
degradation, the empirical capacity curve can be estimated using the data to fit a curve 
directly with the data with a 95% confidence interval as shown in Figure 4.86. 
The same procedure is applied to the second story of the three-story specimen for the 
Kobe ground motion. The absolute acceleration, relative velocity, and relative 
displacement responses for the second-story are shown in Figure 4.87, Figure 4.88, and 
Figure 4.89. The darker curve is the filtered and integrated response for the system. The 
lighter curve in the acceleration response is the unfiltered measurements. The lighter 
curve in the displacement response is the measured displacement from the optical tracker. 
The mass-normalized inertial force, shown in Figure 4.90, is the sum of the acceleration 
response at the second and third floors. The mass ratio of the third floor to the second 
floor is 0.63. The mass-normalized damping coefficient results are shown in Figure 4.91. 
The mass-normalized damping coefficient is estimated to be a constant 8.2 s-1 from 0 to 3 
seconds and a constant 3.3 s-1 from 3 to 8 seconds. The estimated hysteresis response is 
shown in Figure 4.92. A comparison of the estimated hysteresis response and the 
statically measured hysteresis response are shown in Figure 4.93. The estimated response 
is the darker curve and a few cycles of the statically measured response are the lighter 
curve. Quarter cycles from the hysteresis response are extracted and the mass-normalized 
restoring force is set positive for all quarter cycles in Figure 4.94. The lighter dashed 
curve is the estimated capacity curve from the static pushover test. All of the quarter 
cycles are shifted in relative displacement and mass-normalized restoring force to a 
common origin in Figure 4.95. Because this system does not exhibit stiffness or strength 
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degradation, the empirical capacity curve can be estimated using the data to fit a curve 
directly with the data with a 95% confidence interval as shown in Figure 4.96.  
The same procedure is applied to the third story of the three-story specimen for the Kobe 
ground motion. The absolute acceleration, relative velocity, and relative displacement 
responses for the second-story are shown in Figure 4.97, Figure 4.98, and Figure 4.99. 
The darker curve is the filtered and integrated response for the system. The lighter curve 
in the acceleration response is the unfiltered measurements. The lighter curve in the 
displacement response is the measured displacement from the optical tracker. For the 
third story, the mass-normalized inertial force is the acceleration response at the roof. The 
mass-normalized damping coefficient results are shown in Figure 4.100. The mass-
normalized damping coefficient is estimated to be a constant 8.3 s-1 from 0 to 3 seconds 
and a constant 4.6 s-1 from 3 to 8 seconds. The estimated hysteresis response is shown in 
Figure 4.101. A comparison of the estimated hysteresis response and the statically 
measured hysteresis response are shown in Figure 4.102. The estimated response is the 
darker curve and a few cycles of the statically measured response are the lighter curve. 
Quarter cycles from the hysteresis response are extracted and the mass-normalized 
restoring force is set positive for all quarter cycles in Figure 4.103. The lighter dashed 
curve is the estimated capacity curve from the static pushover test. All of the quarter 
cycles are shifted in relative displacement and mass-normalized restoring force to a 
common origin in Figure 4.104. Because this system does not exhibit stiffness or strength 
degradation, the empirical capacity curve can be estimated using the data to fit a curve 
directly with the data with a 95% confidence interval as shown in Figure 4.105.  
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For all of the inter-story responses, the inter-story capacity curve has been extracted with 
a confidence interval to compare with the statically measured hysteresis data. The 
statically measured capacity curves fit within the 95% confidence intervals in each of the 
empirical capacity curves estimated. Unlike the numerical simulations, damping was not 
found to be constant throughout the duration of the response for all of the inter-story 
responses. In the cases where damping was not constant throughout the event duration, 
damping was assumed constant for certain time ranges of the response. The damping was 
found to be higher where the displacement and mass-normalized restoring force were 
highest. This indicates velocity-proportional damping in these models increases with 
increasing inelasticity.  
A fundamental mode empirical capacity curve can be extracted from the two-story 
specimen excited by the modified 1994 Northridge ground motion record. A 4th order 
zero-phase low-pass filter with a 12.0 Hz. cutoff frequency is applied to the roof and 
ground acceleration response in an attempt to remove the higher order modal response. 
The absolute acceleration, relative velocity, and relative displacement responses for the 
first-story are shown in Figure 4.106, Figure 4.107, and Figure 4.108. The darker curve is 
the filtered and integrated response for the system. The lighter curve in the acceleration 
response is the unfiltered measurement. The lighter curve in the displacement response is 
the unfiltered measured displacement from the optical tracker. The mass-normalized 
damping coefficient results are shown in Figure 4.109. The mass-normalized damping 
coefficient is estimated to be a constant 1.7 s-1 for the entire duration of the response. The 
estimated hysteresis response is shown in Figure 4.110. The statically measured 
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fundamental mode capacity curve is shown as a light dashed curve. The fundamental 
mode capacity curve was found by using the inter-story hysteretic behavior and initial 
first mode shape measured in the system identification to construct the fundamental mode 
capacity curve. The empirical capacity curve is estimated using the upper envelope of the 
secant stiffness response in the positive mass-normalized restoring force domain (Figure 
4.111). The darker curve is the estimated capacity curve and the lighter dashed curve is 
the statically measured fundamental mode pushover curve.  
A fundamental mode empirical capacity curve can be extracted from the two-story 
specimen excited by the modified 1995 Kobe ground motion record too. A 4th order zero-
phase low-pass filter with a 12.0 Hz cutoff frequency is applied to the roof and ground 
acceleration response in an attempt to remove the higher order modal response. The 
absolute acceleration, relative velocity, and relative displacement responses for the first-
story are shown in Figure 4.112, Figure 4.113, and Figure 4.114. The darker curve is the 
filtered and integrated response for the system. The lighter curve in the acceleration 
response is the unfiltered measurements. The lighter curve in the displacement response 
is the unfiltered measured displacement from the optical tracker. The mass-normalized 
damping coefficient results are shown in Figure 4.115. The mass-normalized damping 
coefficient is estimated to be a constant 3.8 s-1 from 1 to 5 seconds and 1.1 s-1 from 5 to 9 
seconds. The estimated hysteresis response is shown in Figure 4.116. The statically 
measured fundamental mode capacity curve is shown as a light dashed curve. The 
fundamental mode capacity curve was found by using the inter-story hysteresis behavior 
and initial first mode shape measured in the system identification to construct the 
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fundamental mode capacity curve. The empirical capacity curve is estimated using the 
upper envelope of the secant stiffness response in the positive mass-normalized restoring 
force domain (Figure 4.117). The darker curve is the estimated capacity curve and the 
lighter dashed curve is the statically measured fundamental mode pushover curve. 
A fundamental mode empirical capacity curve can be extracted from the three-story 
specimen excited by the modified 1995 Kobe ground motion record too. A 4th order zero-
phase low-pass filter with a 12.0 Hz cutoff frequency is applied to the roof and ground 
acceleration response in an attempt to remove the higher order modal response. The 
absolute acceleration, relative velocity, and relative displacement responses for the first-
story are shown in Figure 4.118, Figure 4.119, and Figure 4.120. The darker curve is the 
filtered and integrated response for the system. The lighter curve in the acceleration 
response is the unfiltered measurements. The lighter curve in the displacement response 
is the unfiltered measured displacement from the optical tracker. The mass-normalized 
damping coefficient results are shown in Figure 4.121. The mass-normalized damping 
coefficient is estimated to be a constant 4 s-1 from 0 to 3.5 seconds and 1.8 s-1 from 3.5 to 
8 seconds. The estimated hysteresis response is shown in Figure 4.122. The statically 
measured fundamental mode capacity curve is shown as a light dashed curve. The 
fundamental mode capacity curve was found by using the inter-story hysteresis behavior 
and initial first mode shape measured in the system identification to construct the 
fundamental mode capacity curve. The empirical capacity curve is estimated using the 
upper envelope of the secant stiffness response in the positive mass-normalized restoring 
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force domain (Figure 4.123). The darker curve is the estimated capacity curve and the 
lighter dashed curve is the statically measured fundamental mode pushover curve.  
In each of the fundamental mode empirical capacity curves, the largest response does not 
reach the same magnitude of the statically measured capacity curve estimation for the 
same first mode relative displacement. This could be due to the response not reaching the 
highest portion of the capacity curve at the instant or due to the filtering effects as shown 
in Appendix B. The mass-normalized damping coefficients could also be over or under-
estimated due to the filtering effects as shown in Appendix B. Damping within the 
system was not directly measured during the dynamic testing. The system identification 
produced low damping ratios due to the low magnitude of displacement in the response; 
first mode damping in each specimen was between 0.3% and 0.5% of critical damping. 





Table 4.1:Mass properties for each specimen 





Floor 1 7.00 kg 5.60 kg 4.25 kg 
Floor 2 - 4.05 kg 4.30 kg 
Floor 3 - - 2.70 kg 
 
Table 4.2: One-degree of freedom specimen modal properties 
 Northridge Specimen Kobe Specimen 
Natural Frequency 6.13 Hz 6.13 Hz 
 
Table 4.3: Two-degrees of freedom specimen modal properties – Northridge specimen 
 Mode 1 Mode 2 
Frequency 6.18 Hz 15.47 Hz 
Floor 1 Mode Shape 0.656 -1.072 
Floor 2 Mode Shape 1.000 1.000 
 
Table 4.4: Two-degrees of freedom specimen modal properties – Kobe specimen 
 Mode 1 Mode 2 
Frequency 6.10 Hz 15.34 Hz 
Floor 1 Mode Shape 0.659 -1.074 




Table 4.5: Three-degrees of freedom specimen modal properties – Kobe specimen 
 Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3 
Frequency 4.64 Hz 13.40 Hz 18.83 Hz 
Floor 1 Mode 
Shape 0.500 -1.135 0.603 
Floor 2 Mode 
Shape 0.849 -0.143 -1.067 
Floor 3 Mode 






Figure 4.1: Double curvature bending in the columns 
 
 
Figure 4.2: One-story specimen single-story static hysteretic response 
 




















Figure 4.3: Two and three-story specimen single-story static hysteretic response 
 
 
Figure 4.4: Single-degree of freedom specimen – Transfer function – Northridge 
specimen 
 







































Figure 4.5: Single-degree of freedom specimen – Transfer Function – Kobe specimen 
 
 
Figure 4.6: Two-degree of freedom specimen – Transfer function with impact at first 
floor – Northridge specimen 
 






































Figure 4.7: Two-degree of freedom specimen – Transfer function with impact at second 
floor – Northridge specimen 
 
 
Figure 4.8: Two-degree of freedom specimen – Transfer function with impact at first 
floor – Kobe specimen 
 







































Figure 4.9: Two-degree of freedom specimen – Transfer function with impact at second 
floor – Kobe specimen 
 
 
Figure 4.10: Three-degree of freedom specimen – Transfer function with impact at first 
floor – Kobe specimen 
 








































Figure 4.11: Three-degree of freedom specimen – Transfer function with impact at 
second floor – Kobe specimen 
 
 
Figure 4.12: Three-degree of freedom specimen – Transfer function with impact at third 
floor – Kobe specimen 
 









































Figure 4.13: One-degree of freedom specimen 
 
 
Figure 4.14: Modified 1994 Northridge ground acceleration input 
 





















Figure 4.15: SDOF specimen – Acceleration response – Northridge 
 
 
Figure 4.16: SDOF specimen – Relative velocity response – Northridge 
 
 
Figure 4.17: SDOF specimen – Relative displacement response – Northridge 
 















































Figure 4.19: SDOF specimen – Hysteresis – Northridge 
 

























































Figure 4.20: SDOF specimen – Hysteresis comparison – Northridge 
 
 
Figure 4.21: SDOF specimen – Positive quarter cycle response – Northridge 
 


























































Figure 4.22: SDOF specimen – Shifted quarter cycle response – Northridge 
 
 
Figure 4.23: SDOF specimen – Confidence interval estimation – Northridge 
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Figure 4.24: Modified 1995 Kobe ground acceleration input 
 
 
Figure 4.25: SDOF specimen – Acceleration response – Kobe 
 
 
Figure 4.26: SDOF specimen – Relative velocity response – Kobe 
 










































Figure 4.27: SDOF specimen – Relative displacement response – Kobe 
 
 
Figure 4.28: SDOF specimen – Mass-normalized damping coefficient estimation – Kobe 
 








































Figure 4.29: SDOF specimen – Hysteresis – Kobe 
 
 
Figure 4.30: SDOF specimen – Hysteresis comparison – Kobe 
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Figure 4.31: SDOF specimen – Positive quarter cycle response – Kobe 
 
 
Figure 4.32: SDOF specimen – Shifted quarter cycle response – Kobe 
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Figure 4.33: SDOF specimen – Confidence interval estimation – Kobe 
 
 



































Figure 4.34: Two-degrees of freedom specimen 
 
 
Figure 4.35: Modified 1994 Northridge ground acceleration input 
 





















Figure 4.36: 2DOF specimen first story – Acceleration response - Northridge 
 
 
Figure 4.37: 2DOF specimen first story – Relative velocity response – Northridge 
 
 
Figure 4.38: 2DOF specimen first story – Relative displacement response - Northridge 
 









































Figure 4.39: 2DOF specimen first story – Mass-normalized inertial force - Northridge 
 
 
Figure 4.40: 2DOF specimen first story – Mass-normalized damping coefficient 
estimation - Northridge 
 
















































Figure 4.41: 2DOF specimen first story – Hysteresis - Northridge 
 
 
Figure 4.42: 2DOF specimen first story – Hysteresis comparison - Northridge 
 




























































Figure 4.43: 2DOF specimen first story – Positive quarter cycle response - Northridge 
 
 
Figure 4.44: 2DOF specimen first story – Shifted quarter cycle response - Northridge 
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Figure 4.45: 2DOF specimen first story – Confidence interval estimation - Northridge 
 
 
Figure 4.46: 2DOF specimen second story – Acceleration response - Northridge 
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Figure 4.47: 2DOF specimen second story – Relative velocity response - Northridge 
 
 
Figure 4.48: 2DOF specimen second story – Relative displacement response - Northridge 
 
 
Figure 4.49: 2DOF specimen second story – Mass-normalized damping coefficient 
estimation - Northridge 
 




















































Figure 4.50: 2DOF specimen second story – Hysteresis - Northridge 
 
 
Figure 4.51: 2DOF specimen second story – Hysteresis comparison - Northridge 
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Figure 4.52: 2DOF specimen second story – Positive quarter cycle response - Northridge 
 
 
Figure 4.53: 2DOF specimen second story – Shifted quarter cycle response - Northridge 
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Figure 4.54: 2DOF specimen second story – Confidence interval estimation - Northridge 
 
 
Figure 4.55: Modified 1995 Kobe ground acceleration input 
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Figure 4.56: 2DOF specimen first story – Acceleration response - Kobe 
 
 
Figure 4.57: 2DOF specimen first story – Relative velocity response - Kobe 
 
 
Figure 4.58: 2DOF specimen first story – Relative displacement response - Kobe 
 









































Figure 4.59: 2DOF specimen first story – Mass-normalized inertial force - Kobe 
 
 
Figure 4.60: 2DOF specimen first story – Mass-normalized damping coefficient 
esimation - Kobe 
 

















































Figure 4.61: 2DOF specimen first story – Hysteresis - Kobe 
 
 
Figure 4.62: 2DOF specimen first story – Hysteresis comparison - Kobe 
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Figure 4.63: 2DOF specimen first story – Positive quarter cycle response - Kobe 
 
 
Figure 4.64: 2DOF specimen first story – Shifted quarter cycle response - Kobe 
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Figure 4.65: 2DOF specimen first story – Confidence interval estimation - Kobe 
 
 
Figure 4.66: 2DOF specimen second story – Acceleration response - Kobe 
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Figure 4.67: 2DOF specimen second story – Relative velocity response - Kobe 
 
 
Figure 4.68: 2DOF specimen second story – Relative displacement response - Kobe 
 
 
Figure 4.69: 2DOF specimen second story – Mass-normalized damping coefficient 
estimation - Kobe 
 






















































Figure 4.70: 2DOF specimen second story – Hysteresis - Kobe 
 
 
Figure 4.71: 2DOF specimen second story – Hysteresis comparison - Kobe 
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Figure 4.72: 2DOF specimen second story – Positive quarter cycle response - Kobe 
 
 
Figure 4.73: 2DOF specimen second story – Shifted quarter cycle response - Kobe 
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Figure 4.74: 2DOF specimen second story – Confidence interval estimation - Kobe 
 


































Figure 4.75: Three-degrees of freedom specimen 
 
 
Figure 4.76: Modified 1995 Kobe ground acceleration input 
 




















Figure 4.77: 3DOF specimen first story – Acceleration response – Kobe 
 
 
Figure 4.78: 3DOF specimen first story – Relative velocity response – Kobe 
 
 
Figure 4.79: 3DOF specimen first story – Relative displacement response – Kobe 
 





































Figure 4.80: 3DOF specimen first story – Mass-normalized inertial force – Kobe 
 
 
Figure 4.81: 3DOF specimen first story – Mass-normalized damping coefficient 
estimation – Kobe 
 



















































Figure 4.82: 3DOF specimen first story – Hysteresis – Kobe 
 
 
Figure 4.83: 3DOF specimen first story – Hysteresis comparison – Kobe 
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Figure 4.84: 3DOF specimen first story – Positive quarter cycle response – Kobe 
 
 
Figure 4.85: 3DOF specimen first story – Shifted quarter cycle response – Kobe 
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Figure 4.86: 3DOF specimen first story – Confidence interval estimation – Kobe 
 
 
Figure 4.87: 3DOF specimen second story – Acceleration response – Kobe 
 














































Figure 4.88: 3DOF specimen second story – Relative velocity response – Kobe 
 
 
Figure 4.89: 3DOF specimen second story – Relative displacement response – Kobe 
 
 
Figure 4.90: 3DOF specimen second story – Mass-normalized inertial force – Kobe 
 





















































Figure 4.91: 3DOF specimen second story – Mass-normalized damping coefficient 
estimation – Kobe 
 
 
Figure 4.92: 3DOF specimen second story – Hysteresis – Kobe 
 























































Figure 4.93: 3DOF specimen second story – Hysteresis comparison – Kobe 
 
 
Figure 4.94: 3DOF specimen second story – Positive quarter cycle response – Kobe 
 



























































Figure 4.95: 3DOF specimen second story – Shifted quarter cycle response – Kobe 
 
 
Figure 4.96: 3DOF specimen second story – Confidence interval estimation – Kobe 
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Figure 4.97: 3DOF specimen third story – Acceleration response – Kobe 
 
 
Figure 4.98: 3DOF specimen third story – Relative velocity response – Kobe 
 
 
Figure 4.99: 3DOF specimen third story – Relative displacement response – Kobe 
 







































Figure 4.100: 3DOF specimen third story – Mass-normalized damping coefficient 
estimation – Kobe 
 
 
Figure 4.101: 3DOF specimen third story – Hysteresis – Kobe 
 


























































Figure 4.102: 3DOF specimen third story – Hysteresis comparison – Kobe 
 
 
Figure 4.103: 3DOF specimen third story – Positive quarter cycle response – Kobe 
 

























































Figure 4.104: 3DOF specimen third story – Shifted quarter cycle response – Kobe 
 
 
Figure 4.105: 3DOF specimen third story – Confidence interval estimation – Kobe 
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Figure 4.106: 2DOF specimen first mode – Acceleration response – Northridge 
 
 
Figure 4.107: 2DOF specimen first mode – Relative velocity response – Northridge 
 
 
Figure 4.108: 2DOF specimen first mode – Relative displacement response – Northridge 
 











































Figure 4.109: 2DOF specimen first mode – Mass-normalized damping coefficient 
estimation – Northridge 
 
 
Figure 4.110: 2DOF specimen first mode – Hysteresis – Northridge 
 
























































Figure 4.112: 2DOF specimen first mode – Acceleration response – Kobe 
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Figure 4.113: 2DOF specimen first mode – Relative velocity response – Kobe 
 
 
Figure 4.114: 2DOF specimen first mode – Relative displacement response – Kobe 
 
 
Figure 4.115: 2DOF specimen first mode – Mass-normalized damping coefficient 
estimation – Kobe 
 






















































Figure 4.116: 2DOF specimen first mode – Hysteresis – Kobe 
 
 
Figure 4.117: 2DOF specimen first mode – Empirical capacity curve estimation – Kobe 
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Figure 4.118: 3DOF specimen first mode – Acceleration response – Kobe 
 
 
Figure 4.119: 3DOF specimen first mode – Relative velocity response – Kobe 
 
 
Figure 4.120: 3DOF specimen first mode – Relative displacement response – Kobe 
 






































Figure 4.121: 3DOF specimen first mode – Mass-normalized damping coefficient 
estimation – Kobe 
 
 
Figure 4.122: 3DOF specimen first mode – Hysteresis – Kobe 
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CHAPTER 5. METHOD APPLICATION 
5.1 Introduction 
The empirical capacity curve extraction method is applied to historical records from two 
different buildings: The 7-story hotel in Van Nuys, California and the 6-story Imperial 
County services building in El Centro, California. In each building, acceleration response 
is available only for some but not all floors. A fundamental mode empirical capacity 
curve will be estimated from the 1971 San Fernando and 1994 Northridge earthquake 
excitations experienced by the 7-story hotel and from the 1979  Imperial Valley 
earthquake excitation experienced by the Imperial County Services building.  
 
5.2 Seven-story Hotel in Van Nuys, CA 
5.2.1 Building Description 
The 7-story hotel located at 8244 Orion Ave. in Van Nuys, CA is shown in Figure 5.1. 
This structure was designed in 1965 as a reinforced concrete flat plate structure. The plan 
dimensions of the structure are 151 feet in the east-west direction and 63 feet in the north-
south direction. Column spacing is approximately 20 feet center to center. The floor slabs 
vary in thickness from 8 to 10 inches. The total height of the building is approximately 65 
feet from the ground to the roof concrete slab. The building experienced the 1971 San 
Fernando earthquake but damage it sustained was deemed non-structural after the event. 
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Some analytical evaluations were performed and found the building to experience some 
inelastic behavior (Freeman, 1978). The building was instrumented with 9 channels of 
data for the 1971 San Fernando earthquake. In 1980, its instrumentation was upgraded 
with 16 accelerometer instruments at the ground, 2nd, 3rd, 6th, and roof floors. The 
upgraded instrumentation layout is shown in Figure 5.2. In 1994, the building 
experienced the Northridge earthquake and experienced a column shear failure at the 4th 
story.  
 
5.2.2 1994 Northridge Earthquake Response 
The response data from the 1994 Northridge earthquake excitation for the 7-story hotel 
are available at the Center for Engineering Strong Ground Motion Data (2013) website 
database. The acceleration data from the roof and ground are available from the east-west 
direction and north-south direction at the west and east sides of the building. The 
sampling frequency of the data is 50 Hz. The only data available on the database for the 
1994 Northridge earthquake building response are data already processed and baseline-
corrected. The fundamental mode empirical capacity curve extraction method will be 
implemented on the baseline-corrected data. A fundamental mode participation factor of 
1.3 is assumed for the building in both directions. According to Freeman et al. (1975), 
multi-story building fundamental mode participation factors are generally between 1.3 
and 1.4. For the 7-story hotel in Van Nuys, California, the fundamental mode 
participation factor has been calculated as 1.3 in the north-south direction and 1.28 in the 




In the east-west direction analysis, channel 9 will be used as the roof response, and 
channel 16 will be used as the ground input acceleration. West is the positive direction. A 
4th order zero-phase high-pass Butterworth filter with a 1.7Hz cutoff frequency is applied 
to the excitation and response acceleration data. The ground acceleration record is shown 
in Figure 5.3. The absolute roof acceleration, relative roof velocity, and relative roof 
displacement is shown in Figure 5.4, Figure 5.5, and Figure 5.6, respectively. The 
estimated mass-normalized damping coefficients are shown in Figure 5.7. The mean 
estimated mass-normalized damping coefficient is 0.60. The hysteresis response is shown 
in Figure 5.8. Using the upper envelope of the quarter cycle secant stiffness response, an 
empirical capacity curve estimation is shown in Figure 5.9. The maximum roof drift is 
0.9% for the east-west direction. The stiffness degradation can be plotted using the 
quarter cycle secant stiffness estimations (Figure 5.10). The estimated post-event stiffness 
is estimated to be 35% of the original stiffness of the system. The fundamental mode 
period of the building can also be used to quantify damage using the empirical capacity 
curve estimation. The initial period in the east-west direction is estimated to be 1.2 
seconds. The final period is estimated to be 2.1 seconds. The maximum period 
throughout the response is estimated to be 2.7 seconds. Ductility ratio estimations are 
provided in Appendix F. 
 
In the north-south direction (west side) analysis, channel 2 will be used as the roof 
response, and channel 1 will be used as the ground input acceleration. North is the 
positive direction. A 4th order zero-phase high-pass Butterworth filter with a 1.7Hz cutoff 
frequency is applied to the excitation and response acceleration data. The ground 
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acceleration record is shown in Figure 5.11. The absolute roof acceleration, relative roof 
velocity, and relative roof displacement is shown in Figure 5.12, Figure 5.13, and Figure 
5.14, respectively. The estimated mass-normalized damping coefficients are shown in 
Figure 5.15. The mean estimated mass-normalized damping coefficient is 0.66. The 
hysteresis response is shown in Figure 5.16. Using the upper envelope of the quarter 
cycle secant stiffness response, an empirical capacity curve estimation is shown in Figure 
5.17. The maximum roof drift is 0.9% for the north-south direction (west side). The 
stiffness degradation can be plotted using the quarter cycle secant stiffness estimations 
(Figure 5.18). The estimated post-event stiffness is estimated to be 45% of the original 
stiffness of the system. The fundamental mode period of the building can also be used to 
quantify damage using the empirical capacity curve estimation. The initial period in the 
north-south direction (west side) is estimated to be 1.3 seconds. The final period is 
estimated to be 2.1 seconds. The maximum period throughout the response is estimated 
to be 2.7 seconds. Ductility ratio estimations are provided in Appendix F. 
 
In the north-south direction (east side) analysis, channel 3 will be used as the roof 
response, and channel 13 will be used as the ground input acceleration. North is the 
positive direction. A 4th order zero-phase high-pass Butterworth filter with a 1.7Hz cutoff 
frequency is applied to the excitation and response acceleration data. The ground 
acceleration record is shown in Figure 5.19. The absolute roof acceleration, relative roof 
velocity, and relative roof displacement is shown in Figure 5.20, Figure 5.21, and Figure 
5.22, respectively. The estimated mass-normalized damping coefficients are shown in 
Figure 5.23. The mean estimated mass-normalized damping coefficient is 0.99. The 
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hysteresis response is shown in Figure 5.24. Using the upper envelope of the quarter 
cycle secant stiffness response, an empirical capacity curve estimation is shown in Figure 
5.25. The maximum roof drift is 0.7% for the north-south direction (east side). The 
stiffness degradation can be plotted using the quarter cycle secant stiffness estimations 
(Figure 5.26). The estimated post-event stiffness is estimated to be 53% of the original 
stiffness of the system. The fundamental mode period of the building can also be used to 
quantify damage using the empirical capacity curve estimation. The initial period in the 
north-south direction (east side) is estimated to be 1.3 seconds. The final period is 
estimated to be 1.8 seconds. The maximum period throughout the response is estimated 
to be 2.7 seconds. Ductility ratio estimations are provided in Appendix F. 
 
Comparing both the displacement estimations from the north-south direction east and 
west sides, torsional effects from the response can be determined. The two relative roof 
displacement responses are shown in Figure 5.27. The east and west sides of the north-
south direction are mostly in phase except for a portion of the response between 25 and 
30 seconds. The west side of the north-south direction of the response does exhibit a 
larger relative roof displacement response indicating some torsional effects are present in 
the response. This could be due to the increased stiffness degradation on the west side of 
the building.  
 
From the results, most of the stiffness degradation occurred in the east-west direction 
indicating most damage occurred in this direction. According to Gilmartin et al. (1998), 
structural damage was most severe in the east-west direction with five of the nine south 
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elevation columns on the 4th story undergoing shear failures. A first floor masonry infill 
wall designated as a non-structural building component experienced significant cracking 
indicating the wall was acting in a structural manner. Although, the fundamental 
empirical capacity curve is not able to locate damage within the structure, the empirical 
capacity curve is able to show engineers the post-event stiffness is 35% of the original 
stiffness in the longitudinal direction and warrants further inspection. With acceleration 
response at each story, the location might have been further narrowed down to the 4th 
story. 
 
A comparison of the estimated empirical capacity curves for each direction is shown in 
Figure 5.36. The comparison shows the similarity of the empirical capacity curves for 
both the north-south and east-west directions for the 1994 Northridge earthquake 
excitation. The east-west direction and the north-south direction (west side) had the 
largest response of the three empirical capacity curves estimated. 
 
The fundamental mode empirical capacity curve estimated from the method has been 
plotted against fundamental mode capacity curves generated from previous researchers 
for comparison purposes. Figure 5.37 shows a comparison between the proposed method 
and the fundamental capacity curves generated by Freeman et al. (1999), Luna (2009), 
and Lepage (1997) for the 7-story hotel in Van Nuys, CA in the east-west direction for 
the 1994 Northridge earthquake. Freeman et al. (1999) and Luna (2009) both developed a 
fundamental mode capacity curve based on the response data. Lepage (1997) developed a 
fundamental mode capacity curve based a numerical simulation. The initial stiffness 
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between all the capacity curves in Figure 5.37 is very similar. Both Freeman et al. (1999) 
and Luna (2009) show degradation of the capacity curve estimation. The proposed 
method and Lepage (1997) do not show any degradation of the system.  
 
Freeman et al. (1999) provides estimated fundamental mode capacity curves generated by 
various researchers for the 7-story hotel response to the 1994 Northridge earthquake in 
the east-west direction. Unfortunately, the data presented by Freeman et al. (1999) does 
not provide sources or how each fundamental mode capacity curve was generated. Figure 
5.38 shows the capacity curves generated by various researchers compared with the 
empirical capacity curve estimated using the proposed method. The proposed method 
empirical capacity curve is similar to some curves in terms of initial stiffness and similar 
to other curves in regards to the degree of softening of the system in the east-west 
direction.  
 
In the north-south direction of the 7-story hotel response to the 1994 Northridge 
earthquake, Luna (2009) and Lepage (1997) provide a fundamental mode capacity curve 
for these directions. Figure 5.39 shows a comparison of the fundamental mode capacity 
curves generated by Luna (2009), Lepage (1997), and the proposed method for both the 
west and east side of the building. The initial stiffness between all estimations is similar. 
The fundamental mode generated by Lepage (1997) shows more softening of the system 
with larger displacements. Luna (2009) shows a more brittle-like stiffness reduction of 
the system. The proposed method for both the east and west side of the north-south 
direction shows more capacity in system in terms of a mass-normalized restoring force. 
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The small drop in capacity near 8cm of relative roof displacement in the east side north-
south direction fundamental mode empirical capacity curve is not necessarily a drop in 
capacity. The empirical capacity curve is generated using the upper envelope of the 
secant stiffness estimations of the quarter cycles. Not enough quarter cycles may have 
been available from the response to fully capture the empirical capacity curve in this 
region.  
 
5.2.3 1971 San Fernando Earthquake Response 
The roof and ground response data from the 1971 San Fernando earthquake excitation for 
the 7-story hotel is available for the east-west direction. The sampling frequency of the 
data is 50 Hz. The only data available on the database for the 1994 Northridge earthquake 
building response is data already been processed and baseline-corrected. The sampling 
frequency is not constant in the unprocessed data but had been modified to have a 
constant sampling frequency in the processed data. The fundamental mode empirical 
capacity curve extraction method will be implemented on the processed and baseline-
corrected data. A fundamental mode participation factor of 1.3 is assumed for the 
building in both directions.  
 
In the east-west direction analysis, the processed data (Cloud & Hudson, 1972) will be 
used as the roof acceleration response and ground acceleration input. East is the positive 
direction. A 4th order zero-phase high-pass Butterworth filter with a 4Hz. cutoff 
frequency is applied to the excitation and response acceleration data. The ground 
acceleration record is shown in Figure 5.28. The absolute roof acceleration, relative roof 
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velocity, and relative roof displacement is shown in Figure 5.29, Figure 5.30, and Figure 
5.31, respectively. The estimated mass-normalized damping coefficients are shown in 
Figure 5.32. The mean estimated mass-normalized damping coefficient is 1.5. The 
hysteresis response is shown in Figure 5.33. Using the upper envelope of the quarter 
cycle secant stiffness response, an empirical capacity curve estimation is shown in Figure 
5.34. The maximum roof drift is 0.4% for the east-west direction. The stiffness 
degradation can be plotted using the quarter cycle secant stiffness estimations (Figure 
5.35). The estimated post-event stiffness is estimated to be 60% of the original stiffness 
of the system. The fundamental mode period of the building can also be used to quantify 
damage using the empirical capacity curve estimation. The initial period in the east-west 
direction is estimated to be 0.7 seconds. The final period is estimated to be 1.2 seconds. 
The maximum period throughout the response is estimated to be 1.5 seconds. Ductility 
ratio estimations are provided in Appendix F. 
 
The damage to the building from the 1971 San Fernando earthquake was considered 
primarily non-structural. According to Freeman et al. (1999), the initial fundamental 
period of the building is 0.7 seconds. The post-event fundamental period is 1.2 seconds. 
The largest fundamental period throughout the duration of the response is reported to be 
1.5 seconds. These estimated periods completely correlate with the results from the 
empirical capacity curve extraction method.  
 
The extracted empirical capacity curve for the 1971 earthquake is shown in Figure 5.36 
alongside with the empirical capacity curves from the 1994 earthquake. The comparison 
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shows the building prior to the 1971 earthquake was stiffer than the building just prior to 
the 1994 earthquake. 
 
Figure 5.40 shows a comparison of the fundamental mode empirical capacity curve 
estimated from the proposed method with the fundamental mode capacity curves 
generated by Freeman (1978) and Luna (2009) from the response data of the 1971 San 
Fernando earthquake acting on the 7-story hotel in Van Nuys, CA. Freeman (1978) 
shows a fundamental mode capacity curve with degradation. Luna (2009) shows a 
fundamental mode capacity curve with less capacity. The proposed method shows a 
fundamental mode capacity curve resembling the one estimated by Freeman (1978) 
without the degradation in the system. The proposed method fundamental mode capacity 
curve shows a large drop in stiffness and then stiffening in the system around 2 cm in the 
estimated curve. This type of behavior is a product of the rules used in the upper 
envelope estimation of the fundamental mode capacity curve.  
 
5.3 Imperial County Services Building in El Centro, CA 
5.3.1 Building Description 
The Imperial County services building was a 6-story reinforced concrete structure located 
in El Centro, CA (Figure 5.41). This structure was designed in 1968 and built in 1971 
with reinforced concrete shear walls in the north-south direction and a moment frame in 
the east-west direction. The ground floor shear wall layout is not symmetric. The east 
side of the ground floor does not have a shear wall on the far east wall of the building, 
directly below where the upper floor shear walls are located. The plan dimensions of the 
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structure were approximately 137 feet in the east-west direction and approximately 85 
feet in the north-south direction. Column spacing was 25 feet center to center. The total 
height of the building was approximately 81 feet and 8 inches from the ground to the top 
of the roof concrete slab. On October 15, 1979, the building experienced 1979 Imperial 
Valley earthquake and was rendered a total loss due to the extent of the structural damage. 
This building was instrumented and recording data during the strong ground motion event. 
The instruments were installed by the California State Division of Mines and Geology. 
The instrumentation location layout is shown in Figure 5.42. The instrumentation 
included a total of 13 accelerometers on 4 of the 6 levels of the building. Three of the 
sensors were at a reference free-field site. 
 
5.3.2 1979 Imperial Valley Earthquake Response 
The response data from the 1979 Imperial Valley earthquake excitation for the 6-story 
building is available at the Center for Engineering Strong Ground Motion Data (2013) 
website database. The acceleration data from the roof and ground are available from the 
east-west direction and north-south direction at the west, center, and east sides of the 
building. The sampling frequency of the data is 50 Hz. The only data available on the 
database for the 1979 Imperial Valley earthquake building response are data already 
processed and baseline-corrected. The fundamental mode empirical capacity curve 
extraction method will be implemented on the baseline-corrected data. A fundamental 




In the east-west direction analysis, channel 4 will be used as the roof response, and 
channel 13 will be used as the ground input acceleration. East is the positive direction. A 
4th order zero-phase high-pass Butterworth filter with a 1.6 Hz cutoff frequency is applied 
to the excitation and response acceleration data. The ground acceleration record is shown 
in Figure 5.43. The absolute roof acceleration, relative roof velocity, and relative roof 
displacement is shown in Figure 5.44, Figure 5.45, and Figure 5.46, respectively. The 
estimated mass-normalized damping coefficients are shown in Figure 5.47. The mean 
estimated mass-normalized damping coefficient is 0.35. The hysteresis response is shown 
in Figure 5.48. Using the upper envelope of the quarter cycle secant stiffness response, an 
empirical capacity curve estimation is shown in Figure 5.49. The maximum roof drift is 
3.2% for the east-west direction. The stiffness degradation can be plotted using the 
quarter cycle secant stiffness estimations (Figure 5.50). The estimated post-event stiffness 
is estimated to be 50% of the original stiffness of the system. The fundamental mode 
period of the building can also be used to quantify damage using the empirical capacity 
curve estimation. The initial period in the east-west direction is estimated to be 1.7 
seconds. The final period is estimated to be 3.0 seconds. The maximum period 
throughout the response is estimated to be 3.6 seconds. Ductility ratio estimations are 
provided in Appendix F. 
 
In the north-south (west side) direction analysis, channel 1 will be used as the roof 
response, and channel 10 will be used as the ground input acceleration. North is the 
positive direction. A 4th order zero-phase high-pass Butterworth filter with a 2.0 Hz 
cutoff frequency is applied to the excitation and response acceleration data. The ground 
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acceleration record is shown in Figure 5.51. The absolute roof acceleration, relative roof 
velocity, and relative roof displacement is shown in Figure 5.52, Figure 5.53, and Figure 
5.54, respectively. The estimated mass-normalized damping coefficients are shown in 
Figure 5.55. The mean estimated mass-normalized damping coefficient is 1.72. The 
hysteresis response is shown in Figure 5.56. Using the upper envelope of the quarter 
cycle secant stiffness response, an empirical capacity curve estimation is shown in Figure 
5.57. The maximum roof drift is 0.5% for the north-south (west side) direction. The 
stiffness degradation can be plotted using the quarter cycle secant stiffness estimations 
(Figure 5.58). The estimated post-event stiffness is estimated to be 51% of the original 
stiffness of the system. The fundamental mode period of the building can also be used to 
quantify damage using the empirical capacity curve estimation. The initial period in the 
north-south (west side) direction is estimated to be 0.9 seconds. The final period is 
estimated to be 1.1 seconds. The maximum period throughout the response is estimated 
to be 2.4 seconds. Ductility ratio estimations are provided in Appendix F. 
 
In the north-south (center) direction analysis, channel 2 will be used as the roof response, 
and channel 11 will be used as the ground input acceleration. North is the positive 
direction. A 4th order zero-phase high-pass Butterworth filter with a 1.6 Hz cutoff 
frequency is applied to the excitation and response acceleration data. The ground 
acceleration record is shown in Figure 5.59. The absolute roof acceleration, relative roof 
velocity, and relative roof displacement is shown in Figure 5.60, Figure 5.61, and Figure 
5.62, respectively. The estimated mass-normalized damping coefficients are shown in 
Figure 5.63. The mean estimated mass-normalized damping coefficient is 0.56. The 
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hysteresis response is shown in Figure 5.64. Using the upper envelope of the quarter 
cycle secant stiffness response, an empirical capacity curve estimation is shown in Figure 
5.65. The maximum roof drift is 0.7% for the north-south (center) direction. The stiffness 
degradation can be plotted using the quarter cycle secant stiffness estimations (Figure 
5.66). The estimated post-event stiffness is estimated to be 27% of the original stiffness 
of the system. The fundamental mode period of the building can also be used to quantify 
damage using the empirical capacity curve estimation. The initial period in the north-
south (center) direction is estimated to be 1.0 seconds. The final period is estimated to be 
1.8 seconds. The maximum period throughout the response is estimated to be 3.5 seconds. 
Ductility ratio estimations are provided in Appendix F. 
 
In the north-south (east side) direction analysis, channel 3 will be used as the roof 
response, and channel 11 will be used as the ground input acceleration. North is the 
positive direction. A 4th order zero-phase high-pass Butterworth filter with a 2.0 Hz 
cutoff frequency is applied to the excitation and response acceleration data. The ground 
acceleration record is shown in Figure 5.67. The absolute roof acceleration, relative roof 
velocity, and relative roof displacement is shown in Figure 5.68, Figure 5.69, and Figure 
5.70, respectively. The estimated mass-normalized damping coefficients are shown in 
Figure 5.71. The mean estimated mass-normalized damping coefficient is 0.70. The 
hysteresis response is shown in Figure 5.72. Using the upper envelope of the quarter 
cycle secant stiffness response, an empirical capacity curve estimation is shown in Figure 
5.73. The maximum roof drift is 1.0% for the north-south (east side) direction. The 
stiffness degradation can be plotted using the quarter cycle secant stiffness estimations 
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(Figure 5.74). The estimated post-event stiffness is estimated to be 28% of the original 
stiffness of the system. The fundamental mode period of the building can also be used to 
quantify damage using the empirical capacity curve estimation. The initial period in the 
north-south (east side) direction is estimated to be 0.9 seconds. The final period is 
estimated to be 1.7 seconds. The maximum period throughout the response is estimated 
to be 3.3 seconds. Ductility ratio estimations are provided in Appendix F. 
 
In the east-west direction, the primary structural lateral system is a moment frame system. 
In the north-south direction, the primary structural lateral system is concrete shear walls. 
The concrete walls are a sufficiently stiffer system in the lateral direction than the 
moment frame system. This is evident when comparing the initial periods of the east-west 
direction (T = 1.7 seconds) and the north south direction (T = 0.9-1.0 seconds). The 
fundamental period measured from ambient vibration response by Pardoen (1983) was 
0.45 seconds in the north-south direction and 0.65 seconds in the east-west direction. The 
increased period of the east-west direction is similar to the results of the empirical 
capacity curve extraction. However, the results from the method are higher for the initial 
building period. This could be due to the first few cycles of the response being large 
enough to cause the lower periods to be missed in the quarter cycle secant stiffness 
estimations. 
 
The maximum roof drift is highest in the east-west direction which is expected due to the 
relatively flexible response expected from a moment frame system when compared to the 
shear wall system. The concrete shear wall system in the north-south direction (west side) 
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maximum roof drift is less than a third of that in the east-west direction. In the north-
south direction (east side), the maximum roof drift is about twice that in the north south 
direction (west side). The reason for this disparity goes back to the irregular design of the 
structural wall system at the ground floor. The ground floor structural wall acting as the 
lateral system for the north-south direction (east side) was designed and constructed one 
bay in towards the west instead of being directly below the shear walls on the exterior in 
the upper floors like in the north-south direction (west side). Knowing this, a large 
portion of the lateral force was transferred to the ground floor columns supporting the 
concrete shear walls instead of transferring the force through the 2nd floor slab to the 
shear wall one bay away. The columns are not nearly as stiff as the shear wall and thus 
increase the roof drift of the lateral system in the north-south direction (east side).  
 
By observing the stiffness reduction relative to the initial stiffness, the east side of the 
building in the north-south direction final stiffness is about twice reduced than that for the 
west side of the building in the north-south direction. This indicates most damage 
occurred in the north-south direction on the east side of the building. The stiffness in the 
east-west direction is about 40% of the original stiffness indicating significant structural 
damage in this direction too. According to Kreger and Sozen (1989), significant structural 
damage occurred in the columns along the east side of the building. The damage includes 
large cracks and crushing at the base of the columns and shortening of 9 inches vertical 
after the event. The description of the building immediately after the event coincides with 
the results from the empirical capacity curve extraction estimation. Although the method 
was not able to describe the damage, it was able to quantify the damage in terms of 
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stiffness degradation, increase of fundamental period, maximum drift, and maximum 
ductility ratio estimation and locate the damage based on the direction of shaking and the 
side of the building made possible by the arrangement of the instrumentation. 
 
Due to the large response on the east side relative to the west side of the building in the 
north-south direction, the building experienced some torsional motion. This is observed 
through the relative roof displacement response shown in Figure 5.75. By comparing the 
relative roof displacements, the east-side response is the larger of the center and west side 
responses in the causing a torsional type motion. Also, because the west side remained 
stiffer throughout the duration of the response, about 20% of peaks in the east side 
response were about 180 degrees out of phase with the east side and center responses.  
 
All of the empirical capacity curve estimations for all directions are shown in Figure 5.76. 
The empirical capacity curves in the north-south direction are all stiffer than the 
empirical capacity curve in the east-west direction. This is reasonable knowing the north-
south direction lateral system is reinforced concrete shear walls. The east-west direction 
lateral system is a moment frame system so the stiffness is lower and the yield 
displacement is higher compared with the shear wall system. The displacement response 






Figure 5.1: 7-story hotel in Van Nuys, CA (Center for Engineering Strong Ground 












Figure 5.3: 7-story hotel (1994) – West-East direction – Ground acceleration 
 
 
Figure 5.4: 7-story hotel (1994) – West-East direction – Roof acceleration response 
 
 
Figure 5.5: 7-story hotel (1994) – West-East direction – Relative velocity 
 










































Figure 5.6: 7-story hotel (1994) – West-East direction – Relative displacement 
 
 
Figure 5.7: 7-story hotel (1994) – West-East direction – Mass-normalized damping 
coefficients 
 































Figure 5.8: 7-story hotel (1994) – West-East direction – Hysteresis 
 
 
Figure 5.9: 7-story hotel (1994) – West-East direction – Empirical capacity curve 
estimation 
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Figure 5.10: 7-story hotel (1994) – West-East direction – Stiffness degradation estimation 
 
 




Figure 5.12: 7-story hotel (1994) – North-South direction (West Side) – Acceleration 
response 
 


















































Figure 5.13: 7-story hotel (1994) – North-South direction (West Side) – Relative velocity 
 
 




Figure 5.15: 7-story hotel (1994) – North-South direction (West Side) – Mass-normalized 
damping coefficients 
 























































Figure 5.16: 7-story hotel (1994) – North-South direction (West Side) – Hysteresis 
 
 
Figure 5.17: 7-story hotel (1994) – North-South direction (West Side) – Empirical 
capacity curve estimation 
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Figure 5.20: 7-story hotel (1994) – North-South direction (East Side) – Acceleration 
response 
 



















































Figure 5.21: 7-story hotel (1994) – North-South direction (East Side) – Relative velocity 
 
 




Figure 5.23: 7-story hotel (1994) – North-South direction (East Side) – Mass-normalized 
damping coefficients 
 





















































Figure 5.24: 7-story hotel (1994) – North-South direction (East Side) – Hysteresis 
 
 
Figure 5.25: 7-story hotel (1994) – North-South direction (East Side) – Empirical 
capacity curve estimation 
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Figure 5.27: 7-story hotel (1994) – North-South roof relative displacement comparison 
 



















































Figure 5.28: 7-story hotel (1971) – East-West direction – Ground acceleration 
 
 
Figure 5.29: 7-story hotel (1971) – East-West direction – Acceleration response 
 
 
Figure 5.30: 7-story hotel (1971) – East-West direction – Relative velocity response 
 












































Figure 5.31: 7-story hotel (1971) – East-West direction – Relative displacement response 
 
 
Figure 5.32: 7-story hotel (1971) – East-West direction – Mass-normalized damping 
coefficient estimation 
 










































Figure 5.33: 7-story hotel (1971) – East-West direction – Hysteresis 
 
 
Figure 5.34: 7-story hotel (1971) – East-West direction – Empirical capacity curve 
estimation 
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Figure 5.35: 7-story hotel (1971) – East-West direction – Stiffness degradation estimation 
 
 
Figure 5.36: 7-story hotel – 1971 San Fernando and 1994 Northridge earthquakes – 
Empirical capacity curve estimation comparison 
 
























































Figure 5.38: 7-story hotel – 1994 Northridge East-West direction – Capacity curve 
comparison with various researchers (Freeman et al., 1999) 
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Figure 5.40: 7-story hotel – 1971 San Fernando East-West direction – Capacity curve 
comparison 
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Figure 5.41: 1979 Imperial County Services building after El Centro earthquake (Center 




















Figure 5.45: Imperial County Services building (1979) – East-West direction – Roof 
relative velocity 
 















































Figure 5.47: Imperial County Services building (1979) – East-West direction – Mass-
normalized damping coefficients 
 









































Figure 5.48: Imperial County Services building (1979) – East-West direction – Hysteresis 
 
 
Figure 5.49: Imperial County Services building (1979) – East-West direction – Empirical 
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Figure 5.51: Imperial County Services building (1979) – North-South direction (West 
side) – Ground acceleration 
 
Figure 5.52: Imperial County Services building (1979) – North-South direction (West 
side) – Roof acceleration response 
 




















































Figure 5.53: Imperial County Services building (1979) – North-South direction (West 
side) – Roof relative velocity 
 
 
Figure 5.54: Imperial County Services building (1979) – North-South direction (West 
side) – Roof relative displacement 
 
 
Figure 5.55: Imperial County Services building (1979) – North-South direction (West 
side) – Mass-normalized damping coefficients 
 






















































Figure 5.56: Imperial County Services building (1979) – North-South direction (West 
side) – Hysteresis 
 
 
Figure 5.57: Imperial County Services building (1979) – North-South direction (West 
side) – Empirical capacity curve estimation 
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Figure 5.58: Imperial County Services building (1979) – North-South direction (West 
side) – Stiffness degradation estimation 
 
 




Figure 5.60: Imperial County Services building (1979) – North-South direction (Center) – 
Roof acceleration response 
 




















































Figure 5.61: Imperial County Services building (1979) – North-South direction (Center) – 
Roof relative velocity 
 
 
Figure 5.62: Imperial County Services building (1979) – North-South direction (Center) – 
Roof relative displacement 
 
 
Figure 5.63: Imperial County Services building (1979) – North-South direction (Center) – 
Mass-normalized damping coefficient 
 



























































Figure 5.65: Imperial County Services building (1979) – North-South direction (Center) – 
Empirical capacity curve estimation 
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Figure 5.66: Imperial County Services building (1979) – North-South direction (Center) – 
Stiffness degradation estimation 
 
 
Figure 5.67: Imperial County Services building (1979) – North-South direction (East Side) 
– Ground acceleration 
 
 
Figure 5.68: Imperial County Services building (1979) – North-South direction (East Side) 
– Roof acceleration response 
 




















































Figure 5.69: Imperial County Services building (1979) – North-South direction (East Side) 
– Roof relative velocity 
 
 
Figure 5.70: Imperial County Services building (1979) – North-South direction (East Side) 
– Roof relative displacement 
 
 
Figure 5.71: Imperial County Services building (1979) – North-South direction (East Side) 
– Mass-normalized damping coefficients 
 


























































Figure 5.73: Imperial County Services building (1979) – North-South direction (East Side) 
– Empirical capacity curve estimation 
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Figure 5.74: Imperial County Services building (1979) – North-South direction (East Side) 
– Stiffness degradation estimation 
 
 
Figure 5.75: Imperial County Services building (1979) – Roof relative displacement 
comparison 
 





















































































CHAPTER 6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
6.1 Summary 
6.1.1 Objectives and Scope 
The objective of this research is to develop a method for extracting an empirical capacity 
curve for either each story or the fundamental mode response from building earthquake 
response data and demonstrate the ability to detect, quantify and in some instances, locate 
damage within the building. 
 
Along with describing the proposed method, the scope of this research is calibrating the 
proposed method with numerical simulations and experimental models and applying the 
proposed method to historical earthquake response data. The method is calibrated with 
the following simulations and experimental response data: 
1. Numerical simulations including a single-degree of freedom Bouc-Wen model 
with and without stiffness degradation, a five-degrees of freedom frame model 
with inter-story bilinear hysteresis, and a seven-degrees of freedom frame model 
with inter-story Takeda hysteresis. 
2. Experimental models tested dynamically and statically including a one, two, and 
three degree of freedom frame models with rigid floors and flexible columns. 
The method is applied to the following available historical response data: 
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1. The 7-story hotel in Van Nuys, CA 
2. The 6-story Imperial County Services Building in El Centro, CA 
 
6.1.2 Method Description  
An empirical capacity curve for a building is a partial capacity curve or the restoring-
force and displacement relationship extracted from acceleration response data measured 
from the building. The method for extracting empirical capacity curves is a restoring 
force-based method in which a single-degree of freedom model is the assumed model for 
the system. Multi-story buildings are assumed to have rigid floors and flexible columns. 
Relative velocity and relative displacement are found through numerical integration and 
frequency-based filtering. The velocity-proportional damping in the system is estimated 
through the difference in time between the peak in the absolute acceleration and the zero 
crossing in relative velocity. Inter-story empirical capacity curves can be estimated if 
response data is available from each floor of the building and the ratios of mass for each 
floor of the building are available or can be estimated. The inter-story empirical capacity 
curve is estimated through fitting a curve through shifted quarter cycles or through an 
upper envelope of the maximum peak responses for each quarter cycle. Fundamental 
mode empirical capacity curves can be estimated if response data is available at the roof 
and ground. The fundamental mode is required to be extracted from the response through 
frequency-based filtering. The fundamental mode empirical capacity curve must be 




6.1.3 Method Calibration 
The method is calibrated with idealized numerical simulations of a one-degree, five-
degrees, and seven-degrees of freedom systems with the 1994 Northridge ground motion 
recorded at the 7-story hotel in Van Nuys, CA and the 1995 Kobe ground motion 
recorded at the Takatori station. A one-degree of freedom system with a Bouc-Wen 
hysteresis without stiffness degradation exemplifies how inter-story empirical capacity 
curves are estimated and how the reliability of the estimated curve is quantified with 95% 
confidence intervals. A one-degree of freedom system with Bouc-Wen hysteresis with 
stiffness degradation demonstrates how inter-story empirical capacity curves are 
estimated with the upper envelope of the maximum quarter cycle response peaks and how 
stiffness degradation is quantified. A five-degrees of freedom frame system with rigid 
floors and flexible columns modeled with bilinear inter-story hysteresis illustrates how 
inter-story empirical capacity curves are estimated from a multi-degree of freedom 
building and how the loss of the permanent offset information may require estimation of 
the empirical capacity curve using the upper envelope of the maximum quarter cycle 
response. A seven-degrees of freedom frame system with rigid floors and flexible 
columns modeled with Takeda inter-story hysteresis shows how inter-story empirical 
capacity curves are estimated from a multi-degree of freedom building and how the 
method is able to track the stiffness degradation of a response such as the Takeda 
hysteresis model. 
 
A fundamental mode empirical capacity curve is estimated from the two multi-degree of 
freedom numerical simulations. For each model and ground motion, the fundamental 
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mode is extracted from the response through frequency-based filtering. The secant 
stiffness for each cycle is estimated from the origin to the peak of each quarter cycle. An 
empirical capacity curve is estimated using the upper envelope of the peak responses. 
Limitations for the implementation of the method on extracting fundamental mode 
empirical capacity curves are presented. 
 
The method is further calibrated with experimental data from small scale experiments of 
a one-degree, two-degrees, and three-degrees of freedom models excited with modified 
1994 Northridge and 1995 Kobe ground motion records. Each model essentially has rigid 
floors and flexible columns. The inter-story hysteresis behavior is measured from static 
pushover tests. These results are compared with the results from the extraction of the 
inter-story and fundamental mode empirical capacity curves from the method. The 
models do not exhibit stiffness degradation so inter-story capacity curves with 95% 
intervals are presented and all confidence intervals eclipse the statically measured inter-
story capacity curves. The fundamental mode empirical capacity curves are developed 
from the upper envelope of the quarter cycle peaks and compared with a fundamental 
mode capacity curve derived from the initial first mode inertial force distribution.  
 
6.1.4 Method Application 
The method is applied to the 7-story hotel in Van Nuys, CA response from the 1971 San 
Fernando and the 1994 Northridge earthquake excitations. Only a fundamental mode 
empirical capacity curve can be extracted from the data. For the 1971 earthquake, an 
empirical capacity curve is estimated and compared with results from other researchers. 
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For the 1994 earthquake, empirical capacity curves in the east-west, north-south on the 
west side, and north-south on the east side are compared with the estimated capacity 
curves from other researchers. Damage is quantified using stiffness degradation and with 
some estimations, ductility ratios.  
 
The method is also applied to the 6-story Imperial County Services building response 
from the 1979 Imperial Valley earthquake. Only a fundamental mode empirical capacity 
curve can be extracted from the data. Empirical capacity curves in the east-west, north-
south on the west side, north-south in the center, and north-south on the east side are 
presented and used to identify the types of structural systems and damage in each 
direction. Even without knowledge of the specific structural system used in the building, 
the type of lateral force resisting system can be determined from the properties of the 
empirical capacity curves for each direction. Damage is quantified using stiffness 
degradation, and with some estimations, ductility ratios. 
 
6.2 Conclusions 
Empirical capacity curves can be extracted from building earthquake response data either 
at an inter-story or the fundamental mode resolution and be used to quantify damage 
through stiffness degradation, strength degradation, ductility ratios, and changes in the 
fundamental period. The assumed model can be applied to single-story buildings, multi-
story frame buildings with rigid diaphragms, and to some extent multi-story shear wall 
buildings with rigid diaphragms. Inter-story empirical capacity curves (requires 
instrumentation at each floor) are preferred to fundamental mode empirical capacity 
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curves (requires instrumentation at the ground and roof only) due to the less-intrusive 
filtering requirements. 
6.2.1 Recommended Future Work 
Recommendations for future work include: 
 Applying the method and assumed model to numerical models with varying 
column to beam stiffness ratios. The method and assumed model assume rigid 
floors and flexible columns. A reasonable upper limit of the column to beam ratio 
for this method could be found. 
 Identifying new models for buildings with vertical elements stiffer than the 
horizontal elements. 
 Developing a procedure for isolating the fundamental mode response. 
 Investigating the ability to identify energy dissipation within experimental models 
with known energy dissipation using the velocity proportional damping 
identification procedure. 
 Applying the method to building response data with instrumentation at each floor 
and significant damage to the structure of the building. 
 Comparing the estimated empirical capacity curves from building response data 
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Appendix A Equivalent Viscous Damping Derivation 
A.1 Introduction 
The identification of equivalent viscous damping is demonstrated with the closed form 
solution of a single degree of freedom system in free vibration and with a numerical 
simulation of a single degree of freedom system subjected to sinusoidal base excitation. 
In the numerical example, sensitivity to the sampling frequency is shown. 
A2 Theoretical Free Vibration 
Equivalent viscous damping is identified in the system, shown in Eq. (A-1), knowing 
relative velocity is equal to zero when the restoring force is peaked. The time location for 
each peak in the acceleration response and each zero crossing for the relative velocity 
response is required to quantify the equivalent viscous damping in the system. The first 
derivation is the closed-form solution for a single degree of freedom system in free 
vibration. The governing equation for the displacement response of the system is Eq. (A-
2) where ρ is defined in Eq. (A-3) and ϕ is defined in Eq. (A-4). The velocity and 
acceleration response of the system are shown in Eq. (A-5) and Eq. (A-6) respectively. 
 ܯݑሷ ሺݐሻ ൅ ܥݑሶ ሺݐሻ ൅ ܭݑሺݐሻ ൌ 0 (A-1) 
 ݑሺݐሻ ൌ ߩ݁ିకఠ೙௧sin	ሺ߱஽ݐ ൅ ߶ሻ  (A-2) 





 tan	ሺ߶ሻ ൌ ௨బఠ೏௩బାక௨బఠ೙ (A-4) 
 ݑሶ ሺݐሻ ൌ ߩ݁ିకఠ೙௧ሾ߱ௗcos	ሺ߱ௗݐ ൅ ߶ሻ െ ߦ߱௡ sinሺ߱ௗݐ ൅ ߶ሻሿ (A-5) 
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 ݑሷ ሺݐሻ ൌ ߩ݁ିకఠ೙௧ ൤ െ2ߦ߱௡߱ௗ cosሺ߱ௗݐ ൅ ߶ሻ…൅ሺߦଶ߱௡ െ ߱ௗଶሻsin	ሺ߱ௗݐ ൅ ߶ሻ൨ (A-6) 
  
If the velocity of the response is set equal to zero as shown in Eq. (A-7), the time 
locations at those instances are shown in Eq. (A-8) by setting Eq. (A-4) equal to zero and 
solving for time. 
 uሶ ሺtሻ ൌ 0 (A-7) 
 tanሺωୢt ൅ ϕሻ ൌ னౚன౤ஞ (A-8) 
 
To find the time instances of the peaks in the acceleration response, the derivative of the 
acceleration response, shown in Eq. (A-9), is set equal to zero as shown in Eq. (A-10). 
Solving for time when the derivative of the acceleration response is equal to zero, shown 
in Eq. (A-11), reveals different time instances than when the velocity is equal to zero, 
shown in Eq. (A-8). Thus, when viscous damping is present in the system, the time 
instances when the velocity response is equal to zero do not coincide with when the 
acceleration response is peaked.  
 uഺሺtሻ ൌ ρeିஞன౤୲ ቈ൫3ξ
ଶω୬ଶωୢ െ ωଷୢ൯ cosሺωୢt ൅ ϕሻ…
൅ሺ3ξω୬ωଶୢ െ ξଷω୬ଷሻsin	ሺωୢt ൅ ϕሻ቉ (A-9) 
 uഺሺtሻ ൌ 0 (A-10) 





In order to quantify the equivalent viscous damping in the system, the difference in time 
when the velocity response is equal to zero and the acceleration response is peaked will 
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be used as the basis for determining the equivalent viscous damping in the system. The 
restoring force for the system, shown in Eq. (A-1), is found by adding together the 
acceleration response and the relative velocity multiplied by a constant as shown in Eq. 
(A-12) and Eq. (A-13). An optimization type approach will be taken by adding the 
acceleration response to the relative velocity multiplied by a constant, shown in Equation 
Eq. (A-14), and setting the derivative of that expression equal to zero as shown in Eq. (A-
15). Solving the derivative expression in Eq. (A-15) for time, shown in Eq. (A-16), the 
result can be set equal to the time instance when velocity is equal to zero (Eq. (A-8) and 
Eq. (A-17)). Simplifying Eq. (A-17) and solving for CM, the result shows the theoretical 
expression for damping in the system shown in Eq. (A-1). 
 uሷ ሺtሻ ൅ େ୑uሶ ሺtሻ ൌ െ
୏
୑uሺtሻ (A-12) 
 C୑ ൌ େ୑ (A-13) 
 uሷ ሺtሻ ൅ C୑uሶ ሺtሻ ൌ ρeିஞன౤୲ ൤ ሺെ2ξω୬ωୢ ൅ C୑ωୢሻ cosሺωୢt ൅ ϕሻ…൅ሺξଶω୬ଶ െ ωଶୢ െ C୑ξω୬ሻsin	ሺωୢt ൅ ϕሻ൨ (A-14) 
 ୢୢ୲ ሾuሷ ሺtሻ ൅ C୑uሶ ሺtሻሿ ൌ 0 (A-15) 








 C୑ ൌ 2ξω୬ (A-18) 
A.3 Numerical Simulation with Ground Excitation 
A numerical simulation of a single degree of freedom system subjected to sinusoidal 
ground excitation is shown in Eq. (A-19). The closed form acceleration response, 
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velocity response, and displacement response of the system are shown in Eq. (A-20), Eq. 
(A-21), and Eq. (A-22) respectively. A closed-form solution for determining the damping 
coefficient cannot be easily found. Instead, the closed-form solution responses will be 
used in the damping identification algorithm. The damping identification algorithm is 
sensitive to the sampling frequency and magnitude of the equivalent viscous damping in 
the system. The parameters for the system used in the numerical simulation are 3 Hz for 
the system frequency, equivalent viscous damping equal to 2% and 5% of critical viscous 
damping, and sampling frequencies divided by the forcing frequencies are equal to 10, 20, 
50, 100, 200, 500, and 1000. 
 ܯݑሷ ሺݐሻ ൅ ܥݑሶ ሺݐሻ ൅ ܭݑሺݐሻ ൌ െݏ݅݊ሺΩݐሻ (A-19) 
ܽሺݐሻ ൌ െ݁ି௧ఠ೙కሾܣ߱ௗଶܿ݋ݏሺ߱ௗݐሻ ൅ ܤ߱ௗଶݏ݅݊ሺ߱ௗݐሻሿ… 
 െܥΩଶݏ݅݊ሺΩݐሻ െ ܦΩଶܿ݋ݏሺΩݐሻ… 
 ൅ߦଶ߱௡ଶ݁ି௧ఠ೙కሾܣܿ݋ݏሺݐ߱ௗ ൅ ܤݏ݅݊ሺݐ߱ௗሻሿ… 
 െ2ߦ߱௡݁ି௧ఠ೙కሾܤ߱ௗ cosሺݐ߱ௗሻ െ ܣ߱ௗ sinሺݐ߱ௗሻሿ (A-20) 
ݒሺݐሻ ൌ ݁ି௧ఠ೙కሾܤ߱ௗܿ݋ݏሺ߱ௗݐሻ െ ܣ߱ௗݏ݅݊ሺ߱ௗݐሻሿ… 
 െܦΩݏ݅݊ሺΩݐሻ ൅ ܥΩܿ݋ݏሺΩݐሻ… 
 െߦ߱௡݁ି௧ఠ೙కሾܣܿ݋ݏሺݐ߱ௗ ൅ ܤݏ݅݊ሺݐ߱ௗሻሿ (A-21) 
ݔሺݐሻ ൌ ݁ି௧ఠ೙కሾܣܿ݋ݏሺ߱ௗݐሻ ൅ ܤݏ݅݊ሺ߱ௗݐሻሿ… 
 ൅ܥݏ݅݊ሺΩݐሻ ൅ ܦܿ݋ݏሺΩݐሻ (A-22) 
 
The first simulation is a system with equivalent viscous damping equal to 2% of critical. 
The sampling frequency divided by the forcing frequency is equal to 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 
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500, and 1000. The absolute acceleration response, relative velocity response, and 
relative displacement response for a sampling frequency divided by the forcing frequency 
equal to 1000 are shown in Figure A.1, Figure A.2, and Figure A.3 respectively. The total 
time length of the response is equal to 10 seconds. Figure A.4 shows the estimated mass-
normalized damping coefficients for a sampling frequency divided by the forcing 
frequency equal to 10. The mean of all the coefficients is equal to 0.76 and the actual 
mass-normalized damping coefficient is equal to 0.75. The standard deviation is equal to 
0.08. As the sampling frequency increases, the estimated mean shifts towards the actual 
mean, and the standard deviation approaches zero as shown in Figure A.5 and Figure A.6. 
A summary table of the results for the system with 2% equivalent viscous damping is 
shown in Table A.1. 
 
The second simulation is a system with equivalent viscous damping equal to 5% of 
critical. The sampling frequency divided by the forcing frequency is equal to 10, 20, 50, 
100, 200, 500, and 1000. The absolute acceleration response, relative velocity response, 
and relative displacement response for a sampling frequency divided by the forcing 
frequency equal to 1000 are shown in Figure A.7, Figure A.8, and Figure A.9 
respectively. The total time length of the response is equal to 10 seconds. Figure A.10 
shows the estimated mass-normalized damping coefficients for a sampling frequency 
divided by the forcing frequency equal to 10. The mean of all the coefficients is equal to 
1.84 and the actual mass-normalized damping coefficient is equal to 1.88. The standard 
deviation is equal to 0.07. As the sampling frequency increases, the estimated mean shifts 
towards the actual mean, and the standard deviation approaches zero as shown in Figure 
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A.11 and Figure A.12. A summary table of the results for the system with 5% equivalent 
viscous damping is shown in  
 
As the equivalent viscous damping increases within the system, the percent of error in the 
estimated mean decreases. However, the percent of error increases with lower equivalent 
damping in the system. Fortunately, this error is minimized by the decreasing effect 
damping has on the system response as equivalent viscous damping decreases. For best 
results in identifying damping, a sampling frequency divided by the highest frequency of 





Table A.1: Estimated mass normalized equivalent viscous damping coefficients for 2% 
equivalent viscous damping in the system 
fs/Ω 
ξ = 2% 
Actual Mean Std. Dev. Mean Error 
10 0.75 0.76 0.08 -1.3% 
20 0.75 0.76 0.02 -1.3% 
50 0.75 0.76 0.01 -1.3% 
100 0.75 0.76 0.01 -1.3% 
200 0.75 0.75 0.00 0.0% 
500 0.75 0.75 0.00 0.0% 




Table A.2: Estimated mass normalized equivalent viscous damping coefficients for 5% 
equivalent viscous damping in the system 
fs/Ω 
ξ = 5% 
Actual Mean Std. Dev. Mean Error 
10 1.88 1.84 0.07 2.1% 
20 1.88 1.89 0.02 -0.5% 
50 1.88 1.88 0.01 0.0% 
100 1.88 1.89 0.01 -0.5% 
200 1.88 1.89 0.01 -0.5% 
500 1.88 1.88 0.00 0.0% 






Figure A.1: Absolute acceleration with 2% equivalent viscous damping 
 
 
Figure A.2: Relative velocity with 2% equivalent viscous damping 
 

































Figure A.3: Relative displacement with 2% equivalent viscous damping 
 
 
Figure A.4: Estimated damping coefficients with 2% equivalent viscous damping and a 
sampling frequency divided by the forcing frequency equal to 10 
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Figure A.5: Estimated damping coefficients with 2% equivalent viscous damping and a 
sampling frequency divided by the forcing frequency equal to 100 
 
 
Figure A.6: Estimated damping coefficients with 2% equivalent viscous damping and a 
sampling frequency divided by the forcing frequency equal to 1000 
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Figure A.7: Absolute Acceleration with 5% equivalent viscous damping 
 
 
Figure A.8: Relative velocity with 5% equivalent viscous damping 
 

































Figure A.9: Relative displacement with 5% equivalent viscous damping 
 
 
Figure A.10: Estimated damping coefficients with 5% equivalent viscous damping and a 
sampling frequency divided by the forcing frequency equal to 10 
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Figure A.11: Estimated damping coefficients with 5% equivalent viscous damping and a 
sampling frequency divided by the forcing frequency equal to 100 
 
 
Figure A.12: Estimated damping coefficients with 5% equivalent viscous damping and a 
sampling frequency divided by the forcing frequency equal to 1000 
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Appendix B Filtering Effects 
For a mutli-story building with recorded response at the roof and ground floors only for a 
strong ground motion response will require removal of higher mode-like components 
from the response signal to obtain the fundamental mode-like response. The 
recommended method for removal of higher mode-like components is a frequency-based 
zero-phase filtering technique. However, this filtering technique produces undesirable 
effects to the hysteretic response explained through a single-degree of freedom Bouc-
Wen hysteretic model example. This model is excited using a scaled (increased by a 
factor of two) 1994 Northridge ground motion recorded at Van Nuys, CA (Figure B.1) 
with a sampling frequency of 50 Hz. The initial fundamental frequency of the model is 
5.0 Hz. The stiffness after yielding is set to 10% of the initial stiffness of the system.  
 
Without the use of a low-pass filter, absolute acceleration, relative velocity, and relative 
displacement responses for the system are shown in Figure B.2, Figure B.3, and Figure 
B.4, respectively. The darker curves are the estimated response and the lighter curves are 
the actual responses. The mass-normalized damping coefficients estimated for the system 
are shown in Figure B.5. The mean of the estimated coefficients is 3.5 while the actual 
mass-normalized damping coefficient is equal to 3.1. The hysteresis response for the 
system is shown in Figure B.6 where the darker line is the estimated hysteretic response 
and the lighter line is the actual hysteretic response. Figure B.7 shows the quarter cycles 
shifted to the postive y-axis and to the origin. Taking a mean curve from the quarter 
cycles, the estimated empirical capacity curve is shown in Figure B.8. The dashed lighter 
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curve is the actual capacity curve for the system. The results from this analysis are similar 
to that of a system where acceleration response is available from each floor and the 
ground. 
 
To illustrate the effects a low-pass filter has on the nonlinear hysteretic response of a 
system, the same single-degree of freedom system will be used with a series of low-pass 
filters with different cutoff frequencies. The cutoff frequencies will be set at 15 Hz, 10 
Hz, 8 Hz, 6 Hz, 5 Hz, and 4 Hz. The cutoff frequecies where chosen to demonstrate how 
the closer the cutoff frequency is to the frequency range of interest, the hysteretic 
behavior of the system is altered. The filter applied to the system is a 4th order zero-phase 
low-pass Butterworth filter. The filter applied for each cutoff frequency are shown in 
Figure B.9, Figure B.19, Figure B.29, Figure B.39, Figure B.49, and Figure B.59.  
 
The acceleration response for each of the cutoff frequencies are shown in Figure B.10, 
Figure B.20, Figure B.30, Figure B.40, Figure B.50, and Figure B.60. The relative 
velocity response for each of the cutoff frequencies are shown in Figure B.11, Figure 
B.21, Figure B.31, Figure B.41, Figure B.51, and Figure B.61. The relative displacement 
response for each of the cutoff frequencies are shown in Figure B.12, Figure B.22, Figure 
B.32, Figure B.42, Figure B.52, and Figure B.62. In each of the figures, the darker line is 
the estimated response after filtering, and the lighter line is the actual response without 
any filtering applied to the response. The darker lines also have a high-pass frequency 
filter applied to remove error from numerical integration. The magnitude of the response 
decreases in each of the responses with a decreases cutoff frequency applied to the 
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responses. This effect is expected due to the filter’s gradual filtering at the cutoff 
frequency instead of an abrupt elimination of all frequencies above the cutoff frequency.  
 
For the mass-normalized damping coefficient identification procedure, as the cutoff 
frequency approaches the fundamental mode-like range, the estimated damping 
coefficient increase in magnitude. Table B.1 shows the mean and standard deviation of 
the mass-normalized damping coefficients for each of the different cutoff frequencies 
applied to the response. As the cutoff frequency decreases, the mean and standard 
deviation of the mass-normalized damping coefficient increase. The estimated mean 
mass-normalized damping coefficient is always within one standard deviation of the 
actual mass-normalized damping coefficient, 3.1, specified for the model. The increase in 
mass-normalized-damping coefficients can be attributed to the applied filter shifting the 
local maxima in the roof acceleration response and the ground absolute acceleration 
response.  
 
Similar to the absolute acceleration, relative velocity, and relative displacement, the 
filtering also affects the maximum hysteresis response of the system. The hysteresis 
response for each cutoff frequency is shown in Figure B.14, Figure B.24, Figure B.34, 
Figure B.44, Figure B.54, and Figure B.64. The darker line is the estimated filtered 
hysteresis response. The lighter line is the actual hysteresis response without any 
filtering. As the cutoff frequency approaches the initial fundamental frequency, the 
distinct change in direction of the restoring force is less noticable. The high-frequency 
sharp portion of the curve has been smoothed from the filter removing the higher-
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frequency component of the nonlinear hysteresis response. This smoothing effect also 
decreases the overall maximum response in both the restoring force direction and relative 
displacement direction of the hysteresis response. The higher the magnitude of the 
response, the higher the decrease in magtiude in the hysteresis response. Table B.2 shows 
the maximum response magnitudes for both each of the cutoff frequencies.  
 
The postive quarter cycles shifted to a common origin can be used to generate an 
estimated empirical capacity curve using the upper-envelope of those shifted quarter 
cycles. A curve cannot be fitted to the shifted quarter cycles like in the inter-story 
empirical capacity curve estimation due to the hysteresis path being altered from the 
filtering process. The shifted quarter cycles and the upper-envelope empirical capacity 
curves are shown for each cutoff frequency in Figure B.15, Figure B.25, Figure B.35, 
Figure B.45, Figure B.55, and Figure B.65. As the cutoff frequency decreases, the 
hysteresis path is more noticably changed from the actual hysteresis path shown as the 
grey dashed curve. The hysteresis path tends to a more linear relationship from the origin 
to the maximum response for that quarter cycle. Due to this phenomenon , the upper 
envelope of the maximum response will be used for estimating the empirical capacity 
curve for the response.  
 
To further illustrate the effect the low-pass frequency filter has on the frequency domain 
of the response, the Fourier-Transform of the filtered response is shown and compared 
with the original response. The absolute acceleration frequency domain one-sided 
magnitude for each cutoff frequency is shown in Figure B.16, Figure B.26, Figure B.36, 
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Figure B.46, Figure B.56, and Figure B.66. The relative velocity frequency domain one-
sided magnitude for each cutoff frequency is shown in Figure B.17, Figure B.27, Figure 
B.37, Figure B.47, Figure B.57, and Figure B.67. The relative displacement frequency 
domain one-sided magnitude for each cutoff frequency is shown in Figure B.18, Figure 
B.28, Figure B.38, Figure B.48, Figure B.58, and Figure B.68. The darker line is the 
filtered response, and the lighter line is the original unfiltered response. Most of the 
frequency response is below 10 Hz. Although, some high frequency content is above 10 
Hz which contains the restoring force reversal high-frequency content information for 
this particular system.  
 
To summarize, applying low-pass filters to the measured acceleration response of a 
system can be useful as long as the non-desirable filtering effects are known. These non-
desirable effects include: increasing mass-normalized damping coefficient estimation, 
removal of high-frequency content in the restoring force reversal, reduction in the 
estimation of the maximum response for each quarter cycle, and altering of the hysteretic 
path of the hysteretic response. When low-pass filters are applied to remove other modal 
components of the response, an empirical capacity curve must be estimated with an 
upper-envelope of the maximum quarter cycle response. The estimated empirical 
capacity curve may be underestimated due to the smoothing effect on the larger 




Table B.1: Mass-normalized damping coefficient estimation 







None 3.56 0.47 
15 Hz 3.60 0.65 
10 Hz 4.03 1.00 
8 Hz 4.15 1.19 
6 Hz 4.32 1.37 
5 Hz 4.33 1.42 
4 Hz 4.50 1.60 
 
Table B.2: Maximum estimated response 
Low-pass cutoff frequency Maximum relative displacement [cm] 
Maximum absolute 
acceleration [g] 
None 4.27 0.76 
15 Hz. 4.24 0.74 
10 Hz 4.16 0.70 
8 Hz 3.94 0.68 
6 Hz 3.87 0.66 
5 Hz 3.82 0.64 






Figure B.1: Modified 1994 Northridge ground motion recorded at Van Nuys, CA 
 
 
Figure B.2: Acceleration response – No filter 
 
 
Figure B.3: Relative velocity response – No filter 
 










































Figure B.4: Relative displacement response – No filter 
 
 
Figure B.5: Mass-normalized damping coefficient estimation – No filter 
 
 
Figure B.6: Hysteresis comparison – No filter 
 




































































Figure B.7: Positive quarter cycle response – No filter 
 
 
Figure B.8: Empirical capacity curve estimation – No filter 
 





























































Figure B.9: 4th order low-pass Butterworth filter with 15 Hz cutoff frequency 
 
 
Figure B.10: Acceleration response – 15 Hz filter 
 
 
Figure B.11: Relative velocity response – 15 Hz filter 
 









































Figure B.12: Relative displacement response – 15 Hz filter 
 
 
Figure B.13: Mass-normalized damping coefficient estimation – 15 Hz filter 
 
 
Figure B.14: Hysteresis comparison – 15 Hz filter 
 





































































Figure B.15: Empirical capacity curve estimation – 15 Hz filter 
 
 
Figure B.16: Fourier-Transform of acceleration response – 15 Hz filter 
 













































Figure B.17: Fourier-Transform of relative velocity response – 15 Hz filter 
 
 
Figure B.18: Fourier-Transform of relative displacement response – 15 Hz filter 
 
































Figure B.19: 4th order low-pass Butterworth filter with a 10 Hz cutoff frequency 
 
 
Figure B.20: Acceleration response – 10 Hz filter 
 
 
Figure B.21: Relative velocity response – 10 Hz filter 
 










































Figure B.22: Relative displacement response – 10 Hz filter 
 
 
Figure B.23: Mass-normalized damping coefficient estimation – 10 Hz filter 
 
 
Figure B.24: Hysteresis comparison – 10 Hz filter 
 





































































Figure B.25: Empirical capacity curve estimation – 10 Hz filter 
 
 
Figure B.26: Fourier-Transform of acceleration response – 10 Hz filter 
 













































Figure B.27: Fourier Transform of relative velocity response – 10 Hz filter 
 
 
Figure B.28: Fourier Transform of relative displacement response – 10 Hz filter 
 
































Figure B.29: 4th order low-pass Butterworth filter with a 8 Hz cutoff frequency 
 
 
Figure B.30: Acceleration response – 8 Hz filter 
 
 
Figure B.31: Relative velocity response – 8 Hz filter 
 











































Figure B.32: Relative displacement response – 8 Hz filter 
 
 
Figure B.33: Mass-normalized damping coefficient estimation – 8 Hz filter 
 
 
Figure B.34: Hysteresis comparison – 8 Hz filter 
 






































































Figure B.35: Empirical capacity curve estimation – 8 Hz filter 
 
 
Figure B.36: Fourier-Transform of acceleration response – 8 Hz filter 
 













































Figure B.37: Fourier-Transform of relative velocity response – 8 Hz filter 
 
 
Figure B.38: Fourier-Transform of relative displacement response – 8 Hz filter 
 
































Figure B.39: 4th order low-pass Butterworth filter with a 6 Hz cutoff frequency 
 
 
Figure B.40: Acceleration response – 6 Hz filter 
 
 
Figure B.41: Relative velocity response – 6 Hz filter 
 











































Figure B.42: Relative displacement response – 6 Hz filter 
 
 
Figure B.43: Mass-normalized damping coefficient estimation – 6 Hz filter 
 
 
Figure B.44: Hysteresis comparison – 6 Hz filter 
 






































































Figure B.45: Empirical capacity curve estimation – 6 Hz filter 
 
 
Figure B.46: Fourier-Transform of acceleration response – 6 Hz filter 
 













































Figure B.47: Fourier-Transform of relative velocity response – 6 Hz filter 
 
 
Figure B.48: Fourier-Transform of relative displacement response – 6 Hz filter 
 
































Figure B.49: 4th order low-pass Butterworth filter with a 5 Hz. cutoff frequency 
 
 
Figure B.50: Acceleration response – 5 Hz filter 
 
 
Figure B.51: Relative velocity response – 5 Hz filter 
 











































Figure B.52: Relative displacement response – 5 Hz filter 
 
 
Figure B.53: Mass-normalized damping coefficient estimation – 5 Hz filter 
 
 
Figure B.54: Hysteresis comparison – 5 Hz filter 
 






































































Figure B.55: Empirical capacity curve estimation – 5 Hz filter 
 
 
Figure B.56: Fourier Transform of acceleration response – 5 Hz filter 
 













































Figure B.57: Fourier Transform of relative velocity response – 5 Hz filter 
 
 
Figure B.58: Fourier Transform of relative displacement response – 5 Hz filter 
 
































Figure B.59: 4th order low-pass Butterworth filter with a 4 Hz cutoff frequency 
 
 
Figure B.60: Acceleration response – 4 Hz filter 
 
 
Figure B.61: Relative velocity response – 4 Hz filter 
 











































Figure B.62: Relative displacement response – 4 Hz filter 
 
 
Figure B.63: Mass-normalized damping coefficient estimation – 4 Hz filter 
 
 
Figure B.64: Hysteresis comparison – 4 Hz filter 
 






































































Figure B.65: Empirical capacity curve estimation – 4 Hz filter 
 
 
Figure B.66: Fourier Transform of acceleration response – 4 Hz filter 
 













































Figure B.67: Fourier Transform of relative velocity response – 4 Hz filter 
 
 
Figure B.68: Fourier Transform of relative displacement response – 4 Hz filter 
 
 































Appendix C Instrumentation and Equipment 
C.1 Introduction 
The instrumentation used for measurements in the experimental tests is described in this 
appendix. The three types of experimental tests conducted are a static pushover test, 
system identification of the specimens, and dynamic shake table testing.  
C.2 Static Pushover Test Instrumentation 
The static pushover test procedure requires using a displacement-controlled method for 
measuring the inter-story force-displacement response in the horizontal direction of the 
test specimen. The experimental test setup for the static pushover test is shown in Figure 
C.1. The screw jack is used as the displacement-controlled device. The load cell (Figure 
C.3) is threaded to the screw jack and is in contact with the elevated floor of the specimen. 
The specifications for the load cell are shown in Table C.1. The displacement is measured 
using a laser sensor (Figure C.2). The specifications for the laser are shown in Table C.1. 
If the specimen is pushed beyond the range of the laser, the test is paused while the laser 
is adjusted. The data acquisition system specifications are shown in Table C.3. 
C.3 System Identification Test Instrumentation 
The system identification procedure requires using an input excitation device to excite the 
specimen in ambient vibration. With the recorded ambient vibration response and 
excitation input, the system transfer function can be obtained and used to determine 
initial linear elastic modal properties. The procedure requires measuring input excitation 
or force from a hammer hitting the specimen and the acceleration response at each floor. 
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The experimental setup for this procedure is shown in Figure C.4. The only measuring 
instruments used on the specimen are accelerometers located on each floor (Figure C.5). 
The input excitation will be a modally tuned hammer (Figure C.6) used to impact each 
floor in the horizontal direction. The specifications for the accelerometers and modally 
turned hammer are shown in Table C.2. The data acquisition system and signal 
conditioner specifications are shown in Table C.3.  
C.4 Dynamic Shake Table Test Instrumentation 
The dynamic shake table testing requires a simulated ground acceleration for the 
specimens while recording the acceleration and absolute displacement response at the 
ground and each story. The test setup is shown in Figure C.4. One of the accelerometers 
used to record acceleration is shown in Figure C.5. The absolute displacement of the top 
of the shake table and each of the elevated floors is recorded using an optical tracker 
shown in Figure C.8. A linear varying displacement transducer (LVDT), shown in Figure 
C.7, is used to record the displacement of the top of the shake table relative to the 
concrete base. This measurement is used to confirm the results from the optical tracker. 
The optical tracker requires targets to be placed at each floor and the top of the shake 
table. Two reference targets are used to orient the measurements in the correct coordinate 
system. The specifications for the accelerometers are shown in Table C.2. The 
specifications for the optical tracker are shown in Table C.3. The specifications for the 
LVDT are shown in Table C.1. The specifications for the data acquisition system, signal 




Table C.1: Displacement and load cell instruments 
Sensor 
Type Manufacturer Model Serial Range 
Maximum 
Error 
LVDT Schaevitz DC EC 2000 57578 ± 2.000 in. 0.01560 in. 
Laser Keyence LK-G87 1490582 ± 0.59 in. 0.00040 in. 
Load Cell Omega LC101-50 300341 ± 50 lb 0.05 lb 
 
Table C.2: Accelerometers and hammer instruments 
Manufacturer Model Serial Range Frequency Range  Nonlinearity 
PCB 3711D1FA20G 2287 ± 20 g 0 to 1 kHz 3.56 mg RMS 
PCB 3711D1FA20G 2245 ± 20 g 0 to 1 kHz 3.56 mg RMS 
PCB 3711D1FA20G 2285 ± 20 g 0 to 1 kHz 3.56 mg RMS 
PCB 3711D1FA20G 2265 ± 20 g 0 to 1 kHz 3.56 mg RMS 




Table C.3: Equipment list 
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Figure C.1: Static pushover experimental test setup 
 
 
Figure C.2: Displacement measuring laser sensor 
 




Figure C.3: Load cell transducer 
 
 
Figure C.4: Dynamic shake table experimental test setup 
Accelerometer 
(at each floor) 
Optical Tracking 









Figure C.5: Accelerometer 
 
 





Figure C.7: Linearly varying displacement transducer (LVDT) 
 
 





Appendix D Specimen Description 
The geometry, quantity, and material type of each component of the three experimental 
models are defined in this appendix. Tables with numerical quantities and descriptions 
and drawings of each floor type and overall experimental model are provided. Each 
experimental model is composed of a base plate, a roof plate, and columns. Additional 
floor plates are used in the two-degrees and three-degrees of freedom models. Additional 
mass plates are included in the one-degree and two-degrees of freedom models for 
additional mass on each elevated floor.  
 
The base plate is composed of a large plate serving as the base to affix the specimen to 
the shake table using four 10-28 1 inch long screws. Additional components such as 
risers 1 and risers 2, reaction blocks, spacers, bolts, and nuts are included in the base plate. 
The geometry, quantity, and material type are shown in Table D.1. The bolt, nut, and 
spacer are used to compress the column into the reaction block for securing the column to 
the base plate. All components are welded together except spacers and the bolts to the 
nuts. The base plate diagram is shown Figure D.1.  
 
For the two-degrees and three-degrees of freedom additional floor plates will serve as the 
first and second stories. The floor plate consists of a plate, risers, reaction blocks, spacers, 
bolts, and nuts. The geometry, quantity, and material type are shown in Table D.2. The 
floor plate has components on each side of the plate for columns framing into above and 
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below the plate. All components are welded together except spacers and the bolts to the 
nuts. The floor plate diagram is shown in Figure D.1.  
 
The roof plate is similar to the floor plate except it only has components on one side of 
the plate. The roof plate consists of a plate, risers, reaction blocks, spacers, bolts, and nuts. 
The geometry, quantity, and material type are shown in Table D.3. All components are 
welded together except spacers and the bolts to the nuts. The roof plate diagram is shown 
in Figure D.1. 
 
Additional plates are used in the single-degree and two-degrees of freedom models. 
These additional plates provide additional mass to the roof or floor plate. The geometry, 
quantity, and material type of the additional plates are shown in Table D.4. Four bolts and 
nuts are used to secure the additional plates to each floor or roof plate. The single-degree 
of freedom model uses three plate 1 components on the top of the roof plate and three 
plate 1 components on the bottom of the roof plate. A plate 2 component is attached to 
the top of the plate 1 components on top of the roof plate. The two-degrees of freedom 
model uses a plate 1 component on the top of the roof and floor plates and a plate 1 
component on the bottom of the roof and floor plates. Figure D.2 and Figure D.3 show 
the additional plates in the single-degree of freedom model and the two-degrees of 
freedom model respectively.  
 
The columns for all three experimental models are 6 inches in length for each floor. The 
floor height from the shake table to the top of the next floor or roof is 6 3/4 inches. The 
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top of floor plate to top of floor plate or roof plate height for all other floors is 6 1/4 
inches. The column schedule for the single-degree of freedom model is shown in Table 
D.5. The column schedule for the two-degrees of freedom model is shown in Table D.6. 
The column schedule for the three-degrees of freedom model is shown in Table D.7. 
Each schedule provides the geometry, quantity, and material type of the columns.  
 
The elevation views of the assembled single-degree, two-degrees, and three-degrees of 




Table D.1: Base plate material list 
Label Size Quantity Material 
Base plate 6 in. by 12 in. by 1/4 in. 1 A36 Steel 
Riser 1 6 in. by 2.5 in. by 1/4 in. 2 A36 Steel 
Riser 2 6 in. by 1/2 in. by 1/8 in. 2 A36 Steel 
Reaction block 6 in. by 3/4 in. by 3/4 in. 2 A36 Steel 
Spacer 1 in. by 1/4 in. by 3/4 in. 6 A36 Steel 
Bolt Hex cap screw 1/2 in.- 20   1 in. length, fully threaded 6 Grade 8 Alloy Steel 
Nut Hex nut 1/2 in.-20 3/4 in. width, 7/16 in. height 6 Grade 8 Steel 
 
Table D.2: First and second floor plate material list 
Label Size Quantity Material 
Floor plate 6 in. by 7.5 in. by 1/4 in. 1 A36 Steel 
Riser 6 in. by 1/2 in. by 1/8 in. 4 A36 Steel 
Reaction block 6 in. by 3/4 in. by 3/4 in. 4 A36 Steel 
Spacer 1 in. by 1/4 in. by 3/4 in. 12 A36 Steel 
Bolt Hex cap screw 1/2 in.- 20   1 in. length, fully threaded 12 Grade 8 Alloy Steel 




Table D.3: Roof plate material list 
Label Size Quantity Material 
Floor plate 6 in. by 7.5 in. by 1/4 in. 1 A36 Steel 
Riser 6 in. by 1/2 in. by 1/8 in. 2 A36 Steel 
Reaction block 6 in. by 3/4 in. by 3/4 in. 2 A36 Steel 
Spacer 1 in. by 1/4 in. by 3/4 in. 6 A36 Steel 
Bolt Hex cap screw 1/2 in.- 20   1 in. length, fully threaded 6 Grade 8 Alloy Steel 
Nut Hex nut 1/2 in.-20 3/4 in. width, 7/16 in. height 6 Grade 8 Steel 
 
Table D.4: Additional mass plate material list 
Label Size Quantity Material 
Plate 1 6 in. by 3.5 in. by 1/4 in. 6 A36 Steel 
Plate 2 6 in. by 3.5 in. by 1/8 in. 1 A36 Steel 
Bolt2 Hex cap screw 1/4 in.-20 2-1/2 in. length, fully threaded 4 Grade 8 Alloy Steel 
Nut2 Hex nut 1/4 in.-20   7/16 in. width, 7/32 in. height 4 Grade 8 Steel 
 
Table D.5: Single-degree of freedom specimen column schedule 
Story Size Quantity Material 




Table D.6: Two-degree of freedom specimen column schedule 
Story Size Quantity Material 
1 6 in. by 3/8 in. by 1/16 in. 4 A36 Steel 
2 6 in. by 3/8 in. by 1/16 in. 4 A36 Steel 
 
Table D.7: Three-degree of freedom specimen column schedule 
Story Size Quantity Material 
1 6 in. by 3/8 in. by 1/16 in. 4 A36 Steel 
2 6 in. by 3/8 in. by 1/16 in. 4 A36 Steel 
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Appendix E Significance of Damping in the Response 
The significance of accounting for viscous damping in the system is shown in this 
appendix. The single-degree of freedom Bouc-Wen numerical model excited by the 1995 
Kobe earthquake and the east-west direction of the 7-story hotel in Van Nuys excited by 
the 1994 Northridge earthquake are shown as examples on how not removing the 
damping force from the inertial force can cause error in estimating the empirical capacity 
curve. 
For the single-degree of freedom model with Bouc-Wen hysteresis, the structure includes 
5% viscous damping. In Figure E.1,  the mass-normalized restoring force is shown as the 
dashed grey curve and the mass-normalized inertial force is shown as the dark thinner 
line. The inertial force is the summation of the damping and restoring forces. By not 
removing the damping force from the inertial force to estimate the restoring force, the 
hysteresis loops are over-estimated except when relative velocity is equal to zero or a 
peak in the restoring force. The mass-normalized damping force is shown in Figure E.2. 
By not removing the damping force from the response, the error in estimating the 
restoring force could be as high as 25% for a single hysteretic loop. However, by 
combining the quarter cycles, shown in Figure E.3, the extracted empirical capacity curve 
is only slightly shifted up due to the quarter cycle peaks returning the actual restoring 
force when relative velocity is equal to zero. The extracted empirical capacity curve is 
shown in Figure E.4 for a response without removing the viscous damping. The 
maximum error is only 5% from the empirical capacity curve and the actual capacity 
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curve. Also, the 95% confidence intervals are wider than that in the response where the 
damping force has been removed from the response. 
For the 7-story hotel in Van Nuys, CA excited by the 1994 Northridge earthquake, the 
empirical capacity curve in the East-West direction without removing damping is shown 
in Figure E.5. A comparison of the empirical capacity curve with and without damping 
included is shown in Figure E.6. The dark curve is the empirical capacity curve without 
removing damping. By not removing the viscous damping in the system, the empirical 
capacity curve overestimates the response compared with the empirical capacity curve 
with viscous damping removed. However, the maximum difference is 5% due to the low 




Figure E.1: Hysteresis cycles 
 
 
Figure E.2: Mass-normalized damping force 




















































Figure E.3: Quarter cycles with damping force included 
 
 
Figure E.4: Empirical capacity curve estimation with damping force included 


























































Figure E.5: Empirical capacity curve estimation including damping 
 
 
Figure E.6: Empirical capacity curve comparison 
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Appendix F Ductility Ratio Estimation 
Ductility ratio estimations are found through fitting a bilinear curve through the empirical 
capacity curve, finding the yield displacement of the bilinear curve, and converting the 
peak quarter cycle displacements to ductility ratios using the yield displacement. The 
bilinear curve fit yield displacement estimation may not provide consistent results for the 
same system with different magnitude responses. This phenomenon must be kept in mind 
when quantifying damage with ductility ratios. 
F.1 Numerical Models 
For the single-degree of freedom Bouc-Wen model excited by the Northridge ground 
motion record, a yield displacement of 1.5 cm is estimated. The histogram of the ductility 
ratios is shown in Figure F.1. The estimated maximum ductility ratio is 1.6. 
For the single-degree of freedom Bouc-Wen model excited by the Kobe ground motion 
record, a yield displacement of 1.5 cm is estimated. The histogram of the ductility ratios 
is shown in Figure F.2. The estimated maximum ductility ratio is 2.1. 
For the single-degree of freedom Bouc-Wen model with stiffness degradation excited by 
the Northridge ground motion record, a yield displacement of 0.5 cm is estimated. The 
histogram of the ductility ratios is shown in Figure F.3. The estimated maximum ductility 
ratio is 1.8. 
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For the single-degree of freedom Bouc-Wen model with stiffness degradation excited by 
the Kobe ground motion record, a yield displacement of 0.5 cm is estimated. The 
histogram of the ductility ratios is shown in Figure F.4. The estimated maximum ductility 
ratio is 2.5. 
For the first story of the five-degrees of freedom bilinear model excited by the Northridge 
ground motion record, a yield displacement of 1.3 cm is estimated. The histogram of the 
ductility ratios is shown in Figure F.5. The estimated maximum ductility ratio is 1.7. 
For the first story of the five-degrees of freedom bilinear model excited by the Kobe 
ground motion record, a yield displacement of 1.3 cm is estimated. The histogram of the 
ductility ratios is shown in Figure F.6. The estimated maximum ductility ratio is 15.1. 
For the first story of the seven-degrees of freedom Takeda model excited by the 
Northridge ground motion record, a yield displacement of 1.3 cm is estimated. The 
histogram of the ductility ratios is shown in Figure F.7. The estimated maximum ductility 
ratio is 3.6. 
For the first story of the seven-degrees of freedom Takeda model excited by the Kobe 
ground motion record, a yield displacement of 1.3 cm is estimated. The histogram of the 
ductility ratios is shown in Figure F.8. The estimated maximum ductility ratio is 15.8. 
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For the first mode of the five-degrees of freedom bilinear model excited by the 
Northridge ground motion record, a yield displacement of 4.5 cm is estimated. The 
histogram of the ductility ratios is shown in Figure F.9. The estimated maximum ductility 
ratio is 1.4. 
For the first mode of the five-degrees of freedom bilinear model excited by the Kobe 
ground motion record, a yield displacement of 4.5 cm is estimated. The histogram of the 
ductility ratios is shown in Figure F.10. The estimated maximum ductility ratio is 10.3. 
For the first mode of the seven-degrees of freedom Takeda model excited by the 
Northridge ground motion record, a yield displacement of 4.5 cm is estimated. The 
histogram of the ductility ratios is shown in Figure F.11. The estimated maximum 
ductility ratio is 2.4. 
For the first mode of the seven-degrees of freedom Takeda model excited by the Kobe 
ground motion record, a yield displacement of 15 cm is estimated. The histogram of the 
ductility ratios is shown in Figure F.12. The estimated maximum ductility ratio is 2.0. 
F.2 Experimental Models 
For the single-degree of freedom specimen excited by the Northridge ground motion 
record, a yield displacement of 0.5 cm is estimated. The histogram of the ductility ratios 
is shown in Figure F.13. The estimated maximum ductility ratio is 2.1. The yield 
displacement from the static pushover capacity curve is approximately 0.75 cm. The 
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discrepancy is due to the response of the structure not capturing enough of the capacity 
curve to adequately estimate the yield point. 
For the single-degree of freedom specimen excited by the Kobe ground motion record, a 
yield displacement of 0.5 cm is estimated. The histogram of the ductility ratios is shown 
in Figure F.14. The estimated maximum ductility ratio is 3.3. The yield displacement 
from the static pushover capacity curve is approximately 0.75 cm. The discrepancy is due 
to the response of the structure not capturing enough of the capacity curve to adequately 
estimate the yield point. 
For the first story of the two-degrees of freedom specimen excited by the Northridge 
ground motion record, a yield displacement of 0.5 cm is estimated. The histogram of the 
ductility ratios is shown in Figure F.15. The estimated maximum ductility ratio is 1.2. 
The yield displacement from the static pushover capacity curve is approximately 0.75 cm. 
The discrepancy is due to the response of the structure not capturing enough of the 
capacity curve to adequately estimate the yield point. 
For the second story of the two-degrees of freedom specimen excited by the Northridge 
ground motion record, a yield displacement was not found due to the response remaining 
essentially linear. For purposes of comparison, the peak ductility ratios for each of the 
quarter cycles were found by using the estimated yield point from the first story. The 
histogram of the ductility ratios is shown in Figure F.16. The estimated maximum 
ductility ratio is 0.5. 
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For the first story of the two-degrees of freedom specimen excited by the Kobe ground 
motion record, a yield displacement of 0.75 cm is estimated. The histogram of the 
ductility ratios is shown in Figure F.17. The estimated maximum ductility ratio is 2.4. 
The yield displacement from the static pushover capacity curve is approximately 0.75 cm. 
For the second story of the two-degrees of freedom specimen excited by the Kobe ground 
motion record, a yield displacement was not found due to the response remaining 
essentially linear. For purposes of comparison, the peak ductility ratios for each of the 
quarter cycles were found by using the estimated yield point from the first story. The 
histogram of the ductility ratios is shown in Figure F.18. The estimated maximum 
ductility ratio is 0.7. 
For the first story of the three-degrees of freedom specimen excited by the Kobe ground 
motion record, a yield displacement of 0.75 cm is estimated. The histogram of the 
ductility ratios is shown in Figure F.19. The estimated maximum ductility ratio is 2.7. 
The yield displacement from the static pushover capacity curve is approximately 0.75 cm. 
For the second story of the three-degrees of freedom specimen excited by the Kobe 
ground motion record, a yield displacement was not found due to the response remaining 
essentially linear. For purposes of comparison, the peak ductility ratios for each of the 
quarter cycles were found by using the estimated yield point from the first story. The 
histogram of the ductility ratios is shown in Figure F.20. The estimated maximum 
ductility ratio is 1.1. 
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For the third story of the three-degrees of freedom specimen excited by the Kobe ground 
motion record, a yield displacement was not found due to the response remaining 
essentially linear. For purposes of comparison, the peak ductility ratios for each of the 
quarter cycles were found by using the estimated yield point from the first story. The 
histogram of the ductility ratios is shown in Figure F.21. The estimated maximum 
ductility ratio is 0.4. 
For the first mode of the two-degrees of freedom specimen excited by the Northridge 
ground motion record, a yield displacement of 0.5 cm is estimated. The histogram of the 
ductility ratios is shown in Figure F.22. The estimated maximum ductility ratio is 1.2. 
The yield displacement from the static pushover capacity curve is approximately 0.75 cm. 
The discrepancy is due to the response of the structure not capturing enough of the 
capacity curve to adequately estimate the yield point. 
For the first mode of the two-degrees of freedom specimen excited by the Kobe ground 
motion record, a yield displacement of 0.75 cm is estimated. The histogram of the 
ductility ratios is shown in Figure F.23. The estimated maximum ductility ratio is 2.1. 
The yield displacement from the static pushover capacity curve is approximately 0.75 cm.  
For the first mode of the three-degrees of freedom specimen excited by the Kobe ground 
motion record, a yield displacement of 0.8 cm is estimated. The histogram of the ductility 
ratios is shown in Figure F.24. The estimated maximum ductility ratio is 2.5. The yield 
displacement from the static pushover capacity curve is approximately 0.8 cm.  
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F.3 Historical Data 
For the first mode of the 7-story hotel in Van Nuys, CA in the East-West direction 
excited by the Northridge ground motion record, a yield displacement of 5 cm is 
estimated. The histogram of the ductility ratios is shown in Figure F.25. The estimated 
maximum ductility ratio is 3.6. 
For the first mode of the 7-story hotel in Van Nuys, CA in the North-South (West side) 
direction excited by the Northridge ground motion record, a yield displacement of 5 cm is 
estimated. The histogram of the ductility ratios is shown in Figure F.26. The estimated 
maximum ductility ratio is 3.7. 
For the first mode of the 7-story hotel in Van Nuys, CA in the North-South (East side) 
direction excited by the Northridge ground motion record, a yield displacement of 5 cm is 
estimated. The histogram of the ductility ratios is shown in Figure F.27. The estimated 
maximum ductility ratio is 2.6. 
For the first mode of the 7-story hotel in Van Nuys, CA in the East-West direction 
excited by the San Fernando ground motion record, a yield displacement of 2 cm is 
estimated. The histogram of the ductility ratios is shown in Figure F.28. The estimated 
maximum ductility ratio is 3.4. 
For the first mode of the Imperial County Services Building in El Centro, CA in the East-
West direction excited by the Imperial Valley ground motion record, a yield displacement 
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of 18 cm is estimated. The histogram of the ductility ratios is shown in Figure F.29. The 
estimated maximum ductility ratio is 4.6. 
For the first mode of the Imperial County Services Building in El Centro, CA in the 
North-South (West side) direction excited by the Imperial Valley ground motion record, a 
yield displacement of 12 cm is estimated. The histogram of the ductility ratios is shown 
in Figure F.30. The estimated maximum ductility ratio is 1.1. 
For the first mode of the Imperial County Services Building in El Centro, CA in the 
North-South (center) direction excited by the Imperial Valley ground motion record, a 
yield displacement of 12 cm is estimated. The histogram of the ductility ratios is shown 
in Figure F.31. The estimated maximum ductility ratio is 1.5. 
For the first mode of the Imperial County Services Building in El Centro, CA in the 
North-South (East side) direction excited by the Imperial Valley ground motion record, a 
yield displacement of 12 cm is estimated. The histogram of the ductility ratios is shown 




Figure F.1: SDOF Bouc-Wen model – Ductility ratio estimation – Northridge 
 
 
Figure F.2: SDOF Bouc-Wen model – Ductility ratio estimation – Kobe  
 
 
Figure F.3: SDOF Bouc-Wen model with SD – Ductility ratio estimation – Northridge 
 











































Figure F.4: SDOF Bouc-Wen model with SD – Ductility ratio estimation – Kobe 
 
 
Figure F.5: 5DOF bilinear model: first story– Ductility ratio estimation – Northridge 
 
 
Figure F.6: 5DOF bilinear model: first story– Ductility ratio estimation – Kobe 
 











































Figure F.7: 7DOF Takeda model: first story– Ductility ratio estimation – Northridge 
 
 
Figure F.8: 7DOF Takeda model: first story– Ductility ratio estimation – Kobe 
 
 
Figure F.9: 5DOF Bilinear model: first mode– Ductility ratio estimation – Northridge 
 











































Figure F.10: 5DOF Bilinear model: first mode– Ductility ratio estimation – Kobe 
 
 
Figure F.11: 7DOF Takeda model: first mode– Ductility ratio estimation – Northridge 
 
 
Figure F.12: 7DOF Takeda model: first mode– Ductility ratio estimation – Kobe 
 











































Figure F.13: SDOF specimen – Ductility ratio estimation – Northridge 
 
 
Figure F.14: SDOF specimen – Ductility ratio estimation – Kobe 
 
 
Figure F.15: 2DOF specimen first story – Ductility ratio estimation - Northridge 
 









































Figure F.16: 2DOF specimen second story – Ductility ratio estimation - Northridge 
 
 
Figure F.17: 2DOF specimen first story – Ductility ratio estimation - Kobe 
 
 
Figure F.18: 2DOF specimen second story – Ductility ratio estimation - Kobe 
 











































Figure F.19: 3DOF specimen first story – Ductility ratio estimation – Kobe 
 
 
Figure F.20: 3DOF specimen second story – Ductility ratio estimation – Kobe 
 
 
Figure F.21: 3DOF specimen third story – Ductility ratio estimation – Kobe 
 











































Figure F.22: 2DOF specimen first mode – Ductility ratio estimation – Northridge 
 
 
Figure F.23: 2DOF specimen first mode – Ductility ratio estimation – Kobe 
 
 
Figure F.24: 3DOF specimen first mode – Ductility ratio estimation – Kobe 
 












































Figure F.25: 7-story hotel (1994) – West-East direction – Ductility ratio estimation 
 
 




Figure F.27: 7-story hotel (1994) – North-South direction (East Side) – Ductility ratio 
estimation 
 











































Figure F.28: 7-story hotel (1971) – East-West direction – Ductility ratio estimation 
 
 




Figure F.30: Imperial County Services building (1979) – North-South direction (West 
side) – Ductility ratio estimation 
 













































Figure F.31: Imperial County Services building (1979) – North-South direction (Center) 
– Ductility ratio estimation 
 
 
Figure F.32: Imperial County Services building (1979) – North-South direction (East 
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